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X Leadership Application Project
Non-thesis (ML597) Proj ect
This paper explores communication issues in public relations and marketing capacities at
institutions of higher education. The basis for this Leadership Application Project (LAP) starts
with three basic assumptions: 1) Communication from leadership is critical; 2) Information
sharing is important in any educational institution; and 3) Individuals working in the areas of
public relations and marketing have a crucial role in communicating the goals and mission of any
institution. A review of the literature explores the roles of leadership, history, and theories
specific to organizational communication in this field.
Finally, a theoretical model was developed based on the research findings and qualitative
study in this LAP that examines the key factors of leadership, internal and external
communication, and the audiences that are unique to educational institutions in terms of the role
that public relations and marketing departments and professionals play.
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Personal Note: Topic Selection Process
In approaching this topic, my goal was to understand the role of communication and the
responsibility of individuals working in the areas of public relations and marketing as it relates to
this issue. The topic was intriguing to me because as a communications professional it is at the
core of the job that I, and others like me, do every duy. Individuals in media relations, for
example, communicate with external audiences on a regular basis, and handle these relationships
with care and concern. It is important to examine why, when so much emphasis is placed on
communication, and relationship building is so crucial to the job at hand, that internal audiences
are rarely considered as important. Along with this, the sense of urgency of external
communication does not correspond to internal audiences. Could it be that individuals working
in the communication field may have a problem communicating with those directly in front of
them? Are professional communicators really communicating effectively where it matters the
most? Are internal audiences as important as I believe that they should be? And are these
audiences really important to the success of the institution.
Another interesting factor that I wanted to explore in this Leadership Application Project
(LAP) was the role of crisis communication versus everyday communication. Each type of
communication is treated differently, but should they be? In my experience there are many
instances where I felt that internal audiences may have been left out completely, and I wanted to
see if others noticed as well. Communication with one's colleagues, and with leadership, seems
like a simple enough concept, but it is so much more complex. There may even be a degree of
fear associated with organizational corrlrrunication, and I wanted to know why. Why is such a
simple to understand word like "communication" actually so misunderstood? To me, effective
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communication seemed like one of the most important factors to success as a leader. So rvhy is it
so hard to grasp?
In beginning to think about this LAP, I looked back on my coursework in the
Master if Arts in Leadership (MAL) program at Augsburg College. In my first course, Visions of
Leadership, we read Machiavelli's The Prince (1469), and learned that strategic communication
is very important to any leader. This theme was visited again and again in the various
assignments that I completed over the years. Later in my coursework, I read books llke Good to
Great (Col1ins,2001) and The Strategy Focttsed Organization (Kaplan and Norton,200l).
Unlike The Prince, these books were written recently, but again, the importance of
communication was reiterated. These are just three examples of literature that mentioned the
importance of effective communication, but there are so many more.
In my study of leadership as it relates to the issue of communication, I began to
think about it and how it applies to my life and work. Complicated by issues such as postmodern
technology, I wondered if the application of communication has become secondary to the
concept? Are we really thinking about being effective communicators, or is it just about quantity
and not qualiry? In the course Communicating the Self in the Modern Organization, we learned
that, indeed, the postmodern world has affected the way that we do business, and we must be
conscious of the effect that it has created.
A11 of this brought me back to what I felt was a missing component in my life and
work. I hungered for a better understanding of communication and its effects on employees in
the workplace. This, in turn, related directly to the application of leadership, and how I hope to
apply what I have learned in the MAL program. I felt that this rnissing component in the busy
postmodern world of public relations and marketing ts ffictive communication. While
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professional communicators never forget how important their external audiences are, I wondered
if the internal component was missing. How much more effective could we be as communicators
if we looked inside? The tension befween the job at hand, and the cost if we ignore the obvious, I
believe, is great. Effective leadership, it seems, may be the remedy to this problem. Therefore, to
complete my vision of a practical application framework for such communication, I am studying
within my own community, the educational community.
Because of an emphasis on marketing and public relations, I felt that the advice of
an industry professional would be extremely helpful. As I traveled on this journey, I wanted the
guidance of one who has been in the trenches. Someone who has been a professional
communicator, but also someone with knowledge about the history, literafure, and research that
has been done in the area of cofitmunication, would be an invaluable asset. Luckily, Dan Hanson,
professor for the MAL class Communicating a Self in the Modern Organization was available to
advise me on this LAP. His real-world industry knowledge of marketing, along with his
experience as not only a professor of communication, but also his years working at Augsburg
College was a great source from which to draw. In his book, A Place to Shine. he wrote about
"scripts" in the workplace, and how they can affect people and the work that they do (Hanson,
1996). His insights into how communication can affect employees and his unique point of view





This paper explores and identifies the role of organizational communication in
institutions of higher education specifically as it relates to the areas of public relations and
marketing. The specific focus is the exploration of how professional communicators
communicate with internal publics, and how the reciprocal effect of communication with
leadership plays a role in the success or failure of organizational goals.
Context
Communication methods are changing in the postmodern world. Changes in technology,
modernization, and workplace structure have caused us to rethink our approach to reaching
individuals and corporations. Along with this, the way that leaders deal with internal audiences is
also changing. An important variable that is strongly related to organizational effectiveness is
internal communication. "A common flaw in the efforts to achieve world-class status is the
pursuit of change based largely on media activities and programs" (Schaffer, 1992).In most
cases, those responsible for the change efforts realize that "a media-driven approach alone has
virtually little impact on organizational improvement." Just as strategic marketers and public
relations professionals focus on external audiences, new thinking concludes that internal
audiences must be considered, and many say considered first. Communication functions have
become much more complex. Communication today needs to be cross-functional. Companies
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must have buy-in on all levels, throughout the entire organization. It would logically follow that
to be an effective external communicator the internal component must also be strong. The
problem is that this is rare today. Marketing and public relations professionals seem so obsessed
with external communication and media relationships that the internal communication
component that must be there to be successful is suffering. Universities and colleges, in an
attempt to corner the market on innovation, are forgetting that this symmetrical nature of public
relations is crucial to success.
The University of Wisconsin Stout (UW-Stout) is one institution that has realized the
importance of organizational communication. A 2001 Malcolm Balbridge National Quality
Award recipient, they have used their "Mission Driven-Market Smart" philosophy to benefit
students and employees alike. The chancellor shares many decision-making responsibilities with
facuhy, academic staff, and students. Using cross-functional mechanisms they have achieved
faster consensus building, improved multi-directional communication, and broader participation
in an effort to set the future direction for the university. M;; ;f communication feedback
include open forums, Web postings, electronic mail, and a variefy of surveys. ("Balbridge,"
2003). UW-Stout has realized that to stay productive and successful, they need to listen,
communicate with, and respond to their employees and graduates, But LIW-Stout is not the only
educational institution to consider the benefit of strong communication. A study by Baker
College System's Center for Graduate Studies revealed that there is a strong statistical
correlation befween leadership and organizational efficacy or sense of "can do." Related to this is
the effectiveness with which a leader communicates (Bohn, 2002). One of the seven major
priorities for the Association of American Colleges and Universities is "principled and
Augsburg College Library
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collaborative leadership" ("Association," 2003). Professor-student collaboration is obviously
valued at most institutions. Can the same be said for leader-employee collaboration?
In 1995 at Augsburg College, leaders began to take a closer look at internal
communication. In a study titled: A Revievv of htternal Communications at Augsburg; Report to
Prestdent's Stffi an external consultant provided observations about internal communication at
the institution (Kanter, 1995). "There [had] been some concern at Augsburg College that internal
communications and information sharing could be improved, both with regards to its content and
the means with which information is communicated" (p. 2). The realization that this was a
concern, and the steps taken to investigate the phenomenon associated with internal
communication will serve as an important benchmark to the findings recorded in this LAP.
Effective communication from leadership is critical because it not only gives the
employees what they need to do theirjob on a day-to-day basis, but also promotes perceived and
actual organizational effectiveness. If the idea of collaboration is highly valued in education, it
should logically follow then that information should be free flowing throughout the institution.
Identifying the correlation between perceived organizational effectiveness and communication
could improve the model of institutional communication flow in the future. Results could mean
improved job processes; increased employee retention, motivation, and productivity; and higher
managerial and institutional effectiveness.
The literafure and research available on the subject of communication is extensive. Much
time, effort, and funding has gone into examining communication as it relates to employee
satisfaction and its effect on corporate profitability. The unique nature of the world of education
adds an additional element to consider. When reviewing the literafure and information applicable
to this narrower field of study, an interesting pattern emerges. Although institutions of higher
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education pride themselves on the sharing of information in the name of academic advancement,
the literature regarding institutional communication in higher education is lacking. Along with
this, studies and research applicable to this area are difficult to find.
Narrowing the focus of this LAP to the specific area of public relations and marketing
allows yet another pattern to emerge. There is a plethora of literafure about the functioning of
public relations and marketing entities in corporate and non-profit America, giving a background
from which to work. Even communication as it relates to these specific areas and higher
education can be found in many published works. Public relations and marketing practice has
been described using many terms, among them are "planned," e," "deliberate," and
"a function of management." There is no doubt that anyone reviewing the literature would
recognize the fact that public relations professionals are an important part of an institution's
leadership team. Along with this, a common thread through all of the literature reviewed is the
fact that public relations practitioners must be the voice of public interest as well as that of the
institution. They must serve as the conscience and voice of reason on behalf of the public, as
they strive to carry out the organrzation's mission.
The questions at hand become clear. How must leadership in an institution of higher
education, based on principles of information sharing,, in a field where two-way communication
is the ultimate goal, address internal audiences? What priority do external and internal audiences
hold in the process, and how do factors affected by communication quality-such as employee
satisfaction, trust, and motivation-play a role in organizational effectiveness? Along with this,
what are the issues associated with addressing these audiences on a regular basis, and in times of
crisis? How and why do situations differ, and is there a need for a more strategic approach?
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These are the issues that must be explored in this LAP in order to develop a new and improved
model of institutional communication for the postmodern era.
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Delimitation
This LAP does not focus on communication in the for-profit world. Given the added
complexity of a business driven by stock prices and profitability, such a study would be
interesting. It does not attempt to study communication in other areas of higher education.
Recruitment and retention, academics, and student services, to name a few, would also be
interesting areas of study. The way a student services representative would view the priority
nature of the internal student body, for example, would probably be different from the opinion of
a public relations or marketing professional. The audience priority, depending on point of view,
is an interesting factor to consider in further research. Internal audiences were limited in this case
to faculty, staff, and sfudents, and to a certain extent parents, donors, alumni, emeriti, and
invested parties. Further studies could examine more closely the priorify nature of these internal
audiences, and others. There is so much room for additional exploration into the realm of
organizational communication that the options seem almost endless. This LAP serves to hone in




Organizational Communication at Augsburg College-A Benchmark Srudy
In completing an LAP, the usefulness of a study that focuses on the organizational
communication aspects of working life at Augsburg College becomes apparent. Leaders attempt
to use communication as a tool in a variety of ways. Whether they are successful or not depends
on many factors. One example of such a choice is the priority order of publics used when
addressing a crisis event. Each action is a conscious communication choice. If internal as well as
external audiences are to view the situation in a more positive light, these choices must be made
carefully. By interviewing individuals at Augsburg College, as well as a comparison college, a
better understanding of the ramifications of such choices should become apparent. If professional
communicators are to better understand how to handle such situations successfully, they must
delve into the critical nature of such choices, face the brutal facts, and learn from mistakes. By
examining siruational outcomes through the eyes of those individuals that have experienced
them, a new model of better communication flow at Augsburg College can be developed.
In 1996, a report titled A Review of Internal Communications at Augsburg was
commissioned (Kanter, 1995). Because of its similar content, the Kanter study can be used as a
benchmark. The results from that sfudy can be compared to the results from this more recent
sampling to observe whether time has changed behaviors, or if some of the same issues remain.
Unfortunately, this report was shelved shortly after its creation. The eight-page survey, given to
35 employees, can serve as a comparison to the eight-question version given in this LAP. Both
studies were qualitative and explorative. Also, both results contain verbatim anonymous quotes.
Differences in the fwo studies include the fact that in the 1995 study faculty, staff,, and students
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participated. In this study the sample contained only staff members, and only those dealing with
public relations and marketing functions at the institution. The amount of questions being the
same, and their content comparable, will help to determine the communication climate at
Augsburg through the years. Patterns should emerge, and communication trends come to 1i*qht.
Departntent Communication Structure and organization
In this LAP, to explore the way that colleagues communicate with each other on a daily
basis, the question was asked: "Describe the communication structure of your division or
department." By asking this, an attempt was made to find out first and foremost if employees
understood not only the formal reporting structure of their department and division, but also how
communication from leadership was relayed. Along with this, if informal communication
networks exist, how they affect structural issues. The question when comparing the two studies
becomes-is the communication structure the same or different from the structure that appeared
in 1995? Also, was there disparity between how employees described the structure, or were
individuals confident about sources of information? Although the earlier study did not address
this issue and was focused more broadly on the community at large, some interesting and
comparable information was uncovered. Kanter (1995) found that "some people understand that
information which they need will not always be communicated to them and that it is their
responsibility to find out-but they need to know where to go to find it" (p. l4). In this example
the structure seemed confusing, and individuals were getting information from whatever source
necessary. "Some staff said that information is not readily avaitable because those responsible
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for it'do not know how to handle reactions,' if it trickles out in an unstructured woy, no one has
to claim'ownership' and, thus, handle a potentially difficult situation" (p. l4). It is important to
know if an informal and confusing information flow is still happening in the culture.
I n s t itut i o n a I C o mmuni c at io n Qu a I i t,v
In order to find concrete instances of communication in the area of study, interviewees in
this LAP were asked to provide situational examples as they relate to the communication quality
at their institution. This is used to demonstrate how individuals feel about how leadership has
handled specific situations, and how it has affected issues ofjob satisfaction, morale, and
productivity in the workplace. Comparatively, Kanter (1995) found many examples of how
communication has affected culture issues at Augsburg. "We teach consensus and commitment,
but the truth is that some things just'come down"'(p. 9). Individuals want to be feel respected
by leadership. Even if eventually a decision does come down from the top, people want to feel
that their opinions do matter to leadership. Also, "It would appear that many who expect
information to be communicated to them are disappointed. This is fueled by the egalitarian sense
that they feel they have a right to be informed. Those who feel best informed go in search of the
information themselves. The resulting information may not be accurate, but it satisfies their
'need to know"' (p. 9). This comment shows the existence of information communication
nefworks. The questions applicable to this study become: Have these informal nefworks survived
over 10 years, are they stronger than ever, or have they been replaced? ls the ntmor mill an
issue? The need for information, whether accurate or not, could culminate in the form of rumors.
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When considering the benchmark study, do individuals still feel a lack of formal information-
sharing today? And finally, do employees feel that leadership is consultative, or that decisions
are coming down from on high without explanation?
Crisis Communicatiort
How to deal with crisis communication is an issue that transcends the years. It is in the
nature of any business to be concerned about bad press or controversy. The issue at hand is how
colleges and universities can effectively deal with crisis issues so that they satisff all of the
various audiences to whom they must answer. Kanter (1995) found that problems in dealing with
controversial issues was a recurring theme. "The perception is that controversial issues are
ducked for fear of confrontation. This suggests that senior managers need more encouragement
to take ownership of difficult issues and the courage to communicate clearly on them" (p. 10). In
an open society like an institution of higher learning, people may feel angered or even hurt if
they are left out of the loop. Respondents in the 1995 study relayed a strong sense of community,
which may complicate matters further. "People who teach, work, and study [at Augsburg] feel a
sense of farnily but not necessarily of shared information, and thus do not feel they belong
equally to the college" (p. l). When the feeling of being part of a family is present, it may be
difficult when individuals find themselves unable to adequately explain the college's stance on
controversial issues. "K.y personnel at Augsburg (and many see themselves as key in this
community-oriented culture) feel that they should know about important issues in advance. They
do not want to be surprised or find themselves without the necessary information to defend or
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articulate the college's position" (p. 9). The study alluded that if higher-ups felt that an issue
might be controversial, they avoided talking about it. Yet, employees felt that they could handle
bad news or controversial information, and would rather hear it from leadership than from the
grapevine or an outside source" (p. 10). The applicable question is if the sharing of crisis
information has improved? Are leaders still fearful of internal backlash from decisions, and are
the grapevine and outside sources still communicating information first? Have informal networks
persevered as the best information source? Is it still true as one person said, that "the protocol as
to how to approach an issue is not always clear, nor the processes, nor how to resolve the issue"
(p. 5)? Finally, have better crisis communication plans been put in place, and how have
innovations in technology improved speed and access to crucial information when it matters
most?
Comnrunicatiort of an Event or Happening
When examining all types of communication, crisis issues may come to the forefront
because of their controversial nature. Everyday communicative exchange is also an important
factor to examine. With that, the priority of internal versus external publics must be examined.
Some campus $oups would say that students are most important. A public relations executive,
on the other hand, may say that external media must be considered first. The issue is how
communication is being handled, whether employees feel that it is being handled correctly, and if
the current system is in the best interest of all involved. Kanter ( 1995) confirmed that individuals
want to feel a sense of belonging. One individual interview said the following: 'oYou could make
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me upset not knowing things which could make your job easier or just things which would make
you feel more a part of the Augsburg community" (p. 15). This again reflects the desire of
employees to be involved, even with everyday issues that may affect them. Even good news may
not have been relayed effectively. Kanter found that good news, like crisis information, travels
through the grapevine. "There is however a sense that they never get good news from top
management" (p. 11). When internal audiences must rely on informal communication systems,
no matter how valued these relationships may be, accuracy and employees' sense of trust in
leadership may suffer. "While informal may be best, as Augsburg continues to grow and become
more disparate, faculty, staff, and students cannot rely on it-either for accuracy or supporting
the sense of community and goals of the college" (p. 10). The need for a more deliberate and
strategic internal communication plan becomes clear. The comparison between 1995 survey
results and 2005 results should show whether these issues were addressed, or continue to remain
and flourish.
Communication Examp I es
To illustrate good and bad communication at Augsburg and the comparison institution,
participants in this LAP study were asked to give examples of successful and/or ineffective
communication within their institution. The question is important to illustrate how individuals
feel about specific situations, and what stands out to them as important communication
examples. This method was also employed by Kanter (1995) using qualitative methods to draw
out examples and quotes from individuals. This was helpful in adding a personal element to the
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research, showing people's passion about monumental as well as daily happenings at the college.
In certain cases individuals expressed more extreme reactions to things that may be considered
mundane than to major events or changes. It may be a part of human nature when you ask for
examples, for individuals to first think of those that were hurtful or conkoversial. People may
forget the successful and effective communication from leadership, and remember the opposite.
Qualitative studies may have a tendency to bring out an individual's negative feelings, yet the
value of the situational examples given by participants, and their applicability to this study
cannot be denied. It is important to insure the understanding of this tendency on that part of the
participant. This also may have been one reason for most of the examples in the 1995 study
being negative in nafure. Although the general feeling about working for Augsb,rg was positive,
situational examples given were more or less negative in nature. Specific instances given
included: "The situation to put up the bubble was not communicated and the faculry reaction
was: there's enough money for that but not enough for more computers" (p. 9). "When faculty
got a raise last year, the news was not communicated across the board and staff were surprised
and created a fuss-we (staff) had no information." "'W'e were never formally informed that we
surpassed our admissions goal this year" (p. 11). "Augsburg Now wanted to do a story on the
new library-the co-op had the story as did the students, but I was not given permission to write
a story about it" (p. 10). Coming from these comments are strong feelings associated with being
left out of the communication loop. The question of whether the findings in this report have
remedied some of these types of situations remains.
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Internal Communication Methods
How leaders and professional communicators relay important messages must be
examined to get a logistical, if not historical, context of how methods change over time. In this
case methods can include a variefy of things. E-mail, printed brochures, electronic newsletters,
face-to-face discussion, group forums, and telephone are just a few of the methods that
institutions incorporate to facilitate the spread of information. With changing technology,
individuals and businesses are finding new and innovative ways to connect with each other, and
with the world at large. There is no doubt that this has an affect on life within an educational
institution. Kanter (1995) discovered information overload was happening, even 10 years ago. In
the section titled "I'm on information overload-help!" she discussed this very issue (p. 13)
Although there had been positive steps taken to combat the problem, even at that time
individuals felt that they were in the midst of an information-frenzy. And although they desired
information, they wanted it to be more strategic and efficient. "The weekly newsletter FYI had
helped cut down on all the memos and printed announcements which used to overflow from mail
boxes. Even so, a lot of information still has to be sifted through for relevance to the receiver-
much is short-term and urgent but not necessarily important." Along with this, the technology
that was most misused was voicemail. "Some respondents felt that voicemail is starting to be
misused as it is full of 'newsletter-type' information about such events as chapel, and 'saturation
cuts tolerance. "' E-mail, at that time, was a newer form of communication and was viewed in a
more positive light. Even in 1995, however, "some guidelines for usage were seen as helpful."
It is true that communication technology has changed over time, and e-mail and the Web
have become increasingly important forms of messaging. The issue relevant to this study would
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be how the employee attitudes have changed. Does e-mail remain as effective as it was, and how
do people view telephone and face-to-face communication today? Imperative to the scope of this
project is examining public relations and marketing. Therefore, it is helpful to examine the
difference between how these professionals treat external versus internal audiences when it
comes to forms of communication. Public relations and marketing professionals see themselves
as the voice of the institution. The methods that they use to communicate externally, and how
they view the importance of internal puhlics then becomes crucial to success.
Priority Publics
When reviewing the methods of communication used, it is also important to examine the
publics on the receiving end. The question of who the institution views as priority publics, be it
internal (faculty, staff, students), external (media, potential students, parents, donors), or other
invested parties (alumni, emeriti, etc.), becomes of the utmost importance. It is crucial to this
LAP to find out where internal audiences sit on the list of importance, and how those audiences
feel about it. Examples from Kanter's (1995) srudy illustrated the dispariry that can occur when
internal publics feel like a secondary priority. "The Physicians Assistant program appears to be a
case in point. This new program has aroused a great amount of interest from the public, but those
likely to be approached for more information, i.e. college relations and student enrollment, felt
ill-equipped to handle the inquiries as they were lacking the information they needed" (p. l0).
"One staff member in college relations felt that she found out more about new buildrngs, I1e1'
programs, and fundraising issues from the co-op than from her own institution" (p. 9). Thes" are
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examples of external audiences being more thoroughly informed than internal audiences. This
can serve to illustrate the feeling of confusion created when employees felt out of the toop. The
question is whether, in such cases, internal audiences should hold a higher communication
priority, and whether these problems are still happening ten years later. The situational nature of
certain communication only adds complexity to the matter. If the order of publics should be truly
based on the situation at hand, how do you create a communication plan to address the problem
if it exists today?
Mission, Vision, and Goals
Colleges and Universities are places of mission and vision. Whether internal and external
audiences understand these messages is what is crucial. As far as Augsburg College is
concerned, individuals must be clear on what the institution stands for. Kanter (1995) did find
understanding and consensus about how employees viewed the institution as a whole. However,
there was more understanding about the culture itself than about a mission and strategic vision.
Comments like "although there is a strong sense of its ethical, religious base, 'values are
nurtured and not forced upon you"'and "Augsburg has a'culture of belonging, but not
necessarily of shared feeling"' go a lon-E way in describing what it was like to work at Augsburg
in 1995. When the subject of the actual mission and vision of Augsburg came up in the 1995
study, there seemed to be confusion. This is interesting considering the fact that employees could
so easily describe the culture already happening at the institution. "People say we don't have a
mission-we do, but we don't communicate well" (p, 14). This goes to show that although there
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was knowledge that a mission existed, it may not have been operationalized. The vision,
however, may have been lacking altogether. "Several felt that they did not know the direction in
which the College is currently heading." Kanter hypothesized that "Augsburg hasn't figured out
what it wants to be, or that if it has, it hasn't been communicated internally effectively or
regularly enough" (p. 18). And one faculty member summed it up this *.;' "There is a certain
schizophrenia as to who we are-a comprehensive or liberal arts college. Based in the liberal arts
can be interpreted many ways and this schizophrenia is linked to the econornic struggle; we tend
to jump on bandwagons which will give us income." The question for this LAP is whether
Augsburg has come a long way in defining its direction. With new administration in place since
the 1995 study has Augsburg defined itself more formally, as well as communicated its goals
more thoroughly and effectively with external and internal audiences alike?
C o mmurzicatiort I mprov em e rfi
If employees had input into communication improvement, what would they change? Decisions to
make major changes and set initiatives in an organization usually come from the top. If you put
such choices in the hands of employees, what would be different? When you ask this question,
and even if you don't, people will most likely give passionate responses regarding change.
Reluctance to change can be frustrating from the employee level, but so can change without
consultation. Kanter ( 1995) found that "internal communication should make everyone feel that
they are an important part of an important undertaking" (p. 19). One staff member mentioned
that they would like "important decisions to be more mainstream. Important decisions cannot
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happen on the side" (p. 13). The issue as it relates to Augsburg's public relations and marketing
activities becomes not only how the employees themselves feel about being left out of important
decisions, but also what ideas they have to avoid dangerous communication pitfalls.
Leadership, Information, and Trust
A final issue that must be considered when not only reviewing the 1995 Kanter study, but also
delving into this new study, is the role of the leader in communication. Research shows that
improper or incomplete internal communication from leadership can affect a variety of issues
including trust, employee satisfaction, and motivation. In 1995 at Augsburg College, these fypes
of problems were apparent. "While 'I understand tha' the lack of communication is not on
purpose, an absence of communication encourages an absence of trust'said one staff member"
(p. 19). The most crucial communication issue facing not only Augsburg, but other colleges and
universities as well, is the damage that incomplete and ineffective communication can cause. It is
important to determine if Augsburg and the comparison college are experiencing some of these
same trust issues today. This will go a long way in demonstrating the need for more strategic
internal communication in colleges and universities.
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Summary
When sfudying internal communication at Augsburg College, it is helpful to have a
comparative benchmark. The 1995 study by Kanter will serve to demonstrate communication
trends over time. The issues that Kanter uncovered will most likely be slightly different, due to
technological innovations and culture changes. Augsburg College, like any other organization,
must keep up with competition to stay viable. This means changing goals and strategies as well
as technology. It is also possible that some of the same communication problems experienced in
L995 remain, They may be so ingrained in the culture that changes in leadership have not altered
them. This LAP study has the benefit of having a comparison college. This will help in
uncovering whether specific communication breakdown situations are unique to Augsburg. The
implications of continual communication breakdown at any institution, higher education or
otherwise, must not be ignored. Employee satisfaction, motivation, and trust in an institution can
affect bottom-line productivity. Augsburg College should be mindful of its progression, or
regression, in the area of communication. It may say a lot about its future viability.
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CHAPTE,R III
Organizational Communication: A Review of the Literature
The ways in which leaders choose to communicate with their employees has an effect on
many aspects of organizational life, including factors such as employee trust, job satisfaction,
and motivation. To be a productive organization in the postmodern era, such issues have become
increasingly important. Effective employees mean a profitable bottom line, and leaders must be
conscientious in order to protect the success of their organization.
The first section of this literature review covers the issues of communication as they
relate to employee trust in leadership and the organization. The second section discusses other
important issues such as the effect that communication can have on employee job satisfaction
and motivation. Communication-related employee issues are a thoroughly researched area of
study. The following will draw from scholarly review articles, and comprehensive sfudies done
throughout the world.
Since the subject of communication as it relates to colleges and universities, and
especially public relations and marketing capacities at those institutions, is the focus of this LAP,
literature from these areas will be added in a third section. Issues of trust, satisfaction, and
motivation are not limited to for-profit organizations alone, and a closer look into the unique
world of education and public relations/marketing is warranted. Questions underlying the
sections addressed in this review include: Can effective communication improve employee trust
in the organization? What are the dimensions of trust? And how does information-sharing
improve trust in times of crisis or change? How does communication affect issues such as
employee motivation and job satisfaction? How can leaders use effective communication to
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change employee attitudes? What are the differences between marketing, strategic marketing
communications, and public relations? And what are the unique challenges facing universities
and colleges? Are professional communicators communicating effectively, and why is it so
important that they do? Finally, what is the status of internal publics in the communication
process? A review of the literature surrounding the subjects presented in this LAP will provide a
good basis for the research study, conclusions, and recommendations to follow.
Trust
One body of communication literafure can be categorized by the term "trust." Trust has a
reciprocal nature. In this case, trust does not only mean how much the employee trusts leadership
and the organization, but also how the employee feels that the organization and leadership trusts
in them to put forth a conscientious effort day-in and day-out. Various sfudies have been done to
measure the importance of trust issues in the workplace. O'Brien (1995) did observations about
teamwork and the work processes of six companies in the United Kingdom using quantitative
survey methods. Findings included 82 percent of respondents believing that profitability was
linked to their own activities, and 74 percent expressing a wish to be continually informed.
However,25 percent felt that the company had little concern for its employees, and 87 percent
thought that they were undervalued and didn't trust their leaders. In conclusion, companies
should invest in trust to overcome the negative costs associated with low trust (p. 39). In this
study, employees expressed a willingness to respond to strategic demands, but their commitment
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was directly affected by not feeling valued. Also, high levels of trust can improve both
commitment and performance.
A sfudy by Ellis and Shock\ey-Zalabak (2001) explored trust in top management and
immediate supervisor, in relation to satisfaction, perceived organizational effectiveness, and
information receiving. The sample used included 2,068 respondents from more than 60
organizations in the United States and ltaly, with data collection over a 14-year period. One
section of the study concluded that trust matters more than previously thought, even more so than
perceived organizational effectiveness. AIso, that "one important variable that is strongly related
to trust in both top management and immediate supervisor: the amount of information received"
(p. 382).
According to the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC),
"organizational trust is no longer seen as a one-dimensional concept" (Shockley-Zalabak et. al,
2000). Trust is "communication-based, meaning trust is the outcome of communication
behaviors, such as providing accurate information, giving explanations for decisions and
demonstrating sincere and appropriate openness." Establishing good communication is therefore
paramount in establishing employee trust. Trust can become a motivational issue for employees
in times of change, for example. Condrey (1995) did months of study to test empirically for the
influence of organizational trust on the likeliness of viewing reform efforts in a positive light.
The survey was mailed to managers and supervisors in governmental agencies such as the Army
Corp of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, Social Security Administration, and
Veteran's Administration. The study was limited to the southeastern United States, and the
survey had a response rate of 86.7 percent. Findings included a statistically significant difference
based on the level of organizational trust. This lends support to the hypothesis that reform efforts
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may he more fruitful in organizations where organizational trust is high. Organizational change
can be difficult for employees, but if they trust the organization and its leadership, those
concerns can be placated" D'Aprix (1990) felt that "organizations should learn to communicate
changes in the marketplace to employees." And that they can do so effectively by "informing
employees of realities, presenting a strategy for dealing with change, and developing a corporate
vision that will enhance both performance and commitment." In one particular example he noted
that "fully as important as the simply focused strategy was a division head who made himself a
role model of good communication behavior. Declaring himself 'deadly serious' about his stated
priorities, he was visible, accessible, and candid, with a continuing emphasis on personally
attending employee meetings and confidently driving home his simple strategy. Nor did he duck
questions or refuse to acknowledge the division's precarious position." Literature shows that
effective communication is a key factor in improving trust issues in the workplace. Through
proper and thorough communication, businesses can change, adapt, and improve with the time,
and employees will be more accepting and welcoming of that change.
Another issue affected by trust is crisis management. Giving straight-talk to employees
during times of crisis is important, but so is the actual act of information sharing. If a difficult
situation arises, those with the most information inevitably are the organization's leaders. The
crucial decision then becomes what to share with employees, or even if the information should
be shared at all. In this case, honesty may be the best policy. If creating trust within the
organization is important, and if trust is a two-way street, then information sharing is probably
the right thing to do. "Corporate security is important, and it's always a consideration in
employee communication...don't let security concerns dictate what information you share with
employees" (House, I 997). Leaders may want to ask themselves if the information could really
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hurt their bottom line if the news got out. If not, it may be better to let the internal audiences
know about the sensitive information. House (1997) writes that you should ask yourself this
question and then "if the answer is 'no,' publish the information for employees. If the answer is
'probably not,'publish the information for employees" (p 30). Basically, share information
whenever possible, it could go a long way toward establishing trust.
Another issue concerned with information sharing is timing. When is the right time to
share sensitive information about crises and changes with employees? The answer to this may
be-the sooner, the better. "Cop the attitude that employees should always be the first to know
what's going on. Once you do, you'll take the necessary steps to make sure your employees
aren't the last ones in your community to hear a company announcement. You'11 make sure they
hear official company news from you, not from the local TV news anchor (House, 1997). If
leaders fail to get crucial information out in a timely rnnrmer, trust may be irrevocably damaged.
Employee Satisfaction and Motivation
In the previous section the argument is presented that communication from leadership is a crucial
factor affecting how much the employee trusts the leader, and the organization. But trust is not
the only factor affected by issues of communication quality in the workplace. Literature also
suggests two other important areas of concern: 1) The relationship between organizational
communication and employee satisfaction, and 2) The relationship between organizational
communication and employee motivation. Each relationship includes a give-and-take aspect.
Leaders must give the employees the information that they need, and in-turn they will reap the
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benefits associated with higher employee job satisfaction, and more motivated and efficient
employees. Senge (1990) said, "there is a world of difference between compliance and
commitment. The committed person brings energy, passion, and excitement that cannot be
generated if you are only compliant" (p. 221). The following studies stand as examples of the
results of effective communication on these issues.
Four dimensions of superior-subordinate communication were used to test the moderating
effect on job level and the communicatiorVjob satisfaction relationship in a 1996 study of 857
hourly employees and 13 I supervisors in a medium-sized manufacturing company in the
Southeastern United States (Miles et. al, 1996). AZ4-item questionnaire was distributed and job
satisfaction was measured using the Job Perception Scales (JPS). Researchers found that
negative relationship communication causes role-ambiguity to increase, resulting in a decline in
job satisfaction" (p.277).In this case, a frank exchange of information is a powerful predictor of
subordinate job satisfaction. This addresses the fact that information exchange is a reciprocal
activity. Information must be shared, but it is an exchange relationship where the employee must
also be allowed to express their views in return.
Research by Orphen (1997) studied 135 managers employed by 21 different firms in a
variefy of industries in the United Kingdom. A nine-item version of the Organizational
Effectiveness Scale was used to assess the extent to which communication within a firm is
judged to be timely, accurate, and complete. Along with this, manager responses were summed
to yield a single over-all score of perceived communication quality for each participant including
job satisfaction and work motivation" (p. 519). Results suggest that among managers, both job
satisfaction and work motivation were positively affected by the quality of communication
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within their firms. Both of the factors were affected negatively or positively depending on the
quality of communication within the firm.
Bohn (2002) studied the relationship befween leadership and organizational efficacy.
Using a research population of 619 persons in eight organizations across the Midwest, an
anonymous survey was conducted by a third parfy organization in cooperation with the
researcher. Grounding research at a Forfune 150 corporation was also completed to enhance the
study. Results showed that how leaders behave influences an overall perception by the employee
of how the organization will perform, and that organizational confidence is strongly related to
sense of mission and purpose. Organizational efficacy is a sense of "can do" and in this case ties
directly into employee motivation. The benefits of a sense of "can do" can also affect job
satisfaction. Related to the issue of employee productivity, efficacy in this case is a very
important factor for leadership to consider.
Effective communication has been shown to improve employee attitudes in study after
study. But can tt change employee attitudes? A case could also be made for its affect on
acceptance and conformity. According to Morley et. al (1997) "the higher the individual's
discrepancies between organizational success definitions and their own personal success values,
the greater the need for more communication." An example of this would be quantity over
quality. If the individual values quality, but the company is more concerned with the quantity of
what is being produced, communication about why quantity is important could help bridge
understanding between the employee and the company. In attempting to "examine relationships
among effectiveness, individual and organizational values, and communication processes"
Morley et. al (1997) began to explore how "perceptions of organizational values influence and
are influenced by the organizational process."
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It seems that much of the literature available on the subjects of employee satisfaction and
motivation concur, communication is of the utmost importance. As the world becomes a more
and more complicated place to do business focus has shifted from "financial resources to
intellectual resources. The employees have evolved from a resource to be exploited to an asset
that needs to be nourished, guarded, and developed" (Eskildsen and Nussler, 2000). Leading
companies now strive to "maintain a work environment conducive to the well-being and growth
of all employees and they measure employee satisfaction." Communication serves as an
important key to protecting this newly discovered asset. "Well informed employees are usually
satisfied employees. They are better and more productive workers and do a better job for the
organization" (Lattimore et. al, 2004).
Public Relations History and Practice
Public relations has a deep history. Although most individuals would think of public relations as
a Twentieth Century invention, its practice can be traced back to much earlier times. Lattimore
et. al (2004) wrote that "persuasive skills have been used to influence the public and public
opinion for hundreds of years. Artifacts of what can be constructed as public relations survive
from Mesopotamia, Greece, and Rome" (p. 22). As time passed, more and more organizational
entities began to see the need for public relations-related activities. "In 1899 Anson Phillips
Stokes converted Yale University's Office of the Secretary into an effective alumni and public
relations office" (p 26) As far back as the 1900s, universities and colleges began to see the
importance of public relations, and its use and practice only escalated for non-profit
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organizations in the Twentieth Century. The answer to the question of whether public relations
activities served to protect and promote corporations and non-profits is now obvious. But what of
the word "public" in public relations? Was there a duty to protect the public at large as well?
According to Newsome et. al, (2004), "the first world assembly of public relations associations,
held in Mexico City defined the practice of public relations as "the art and social science of
analyzing trends, predicting their consequences, counseling organizational leaders, and
implementing planned programs of action which will serve both the organization and the public
interest" (p.2).Pubic relations practitioners, then, are charged with protecting both internal as
well as external publics. 'oln traditional public relations literature, publics are divided into two
categories: external and internal" (p. 90). Thus, it is logical when reviewing the preceding
literature to infer that public relations entities have a role in communicating to internal publics,
and the better the quality of that communication, the better that employees will feel about the
place that they work. "Most employees will respond with loyalty to their employer when they are
made to feel valued. The key to feeling valued for most employees is not salary and benefits as
much as it is the quality of their work life-space, and improved communication from
management, which helps build stronger relationships" (p. 96). It would naturally follow that
public relations executives must be directly involved in leadership, and hold key positions on
such teams to be effective. "Public relations is a leadership and management function that helps
achieve organizational objectives, define philosophy, and facilitate organizational change" (p. 5).
Wilcox et. a1 (2005) stated that "they are indeed the arms and voice of the administration" (p.
435).In this same vein, Lattimore et. al (2004) felt that "public relations practitioners can
communicate with all relevant internal and external publics to develop positive relationships to
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create consistency between organizational goals and societal expectations" (p. 5). The
communication then becomes strategic, planned, and goal oriented.
Gordon et. al ( 1999) administered a national survey of 191 heads of public relations
departments to measure the departmental expertise in practicing the current model of excellence
in the field. Findings included that public relations departments have the expertise to participate
in strategic planning, and those who do are more likely to contribute to organizational
effectiveness. This again speaks to the fact that when married to a strong mission and vision, the
job of the professional communicator can become more strategic. "Public relations is most
effective when it is an integral part of decision-making by top management" (Newsome et. al,
2004). So if public relations is so important in strategic planning and implementation, why have
practitioners not done a better job of improving the reputation of their field? "Most people seem
to view public relations as a mysterious hidden persuader working for the rich and powerful to
deceive and take advantage of the less powerful" (Grunig,2000).To change the minds of
individuals, public relations professionals must work from an ethical and value-strong
standpoint. The benefits to the corporation must be weighed against responsibility to the public
at large. And by adopting best practices, public relations can be an ethical and responsible force
while using communication of a company's values to build relationships with internal and
external audiences alike. Through these methods, the practitioners and the industry itself will
also achieve success and understanding.
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The Relationship Befween Public Relations and Marketing
The practice of public relations has many facets. Wilcox et. al (2005) state that the basic
components, according to a monograph issued by the Public Relations Sociefy of America
(PRSA) Foundation, includes: Counseling, research, media relations, publicity,
employee/member relations, public affairs, government affairs, issues management, financial
relations, industry relations, developmenVfundraising, multicultural relations/workplace
diversity, special events, and marketing communications (p. 8). Marketing therefore is a function
of public relations, but does not define it. For example, advertising could be considered an
activity in the area of marketing. "Advertising is often used in public relations, and public
relations activity often supports advertising campaigns" (p. 14). There is an interfwining of
activities and relationships, but there is a difference. 'Public relations is concerned with building
relationships and generating good will for the organization; marketing is concerned with
customers and selling products and services" (p. 15). If the goals are different, then why is it
advantageous to combine the two? Basically, the execution of marketing and public relations
efforts should both follow the goals of the organization. There should be strategic alignment
befween the two areas. In the previous section it was mentioned that public relations is a function
of management, helping to develop goals and strategies. It would logically follow that "although
well-defined differences exist among the fields of advertising, marketing, and public relations,
there is an increasing realization that an organization's goals and objectives can best be
accomplished through an integrated approach" (p. 17). Along with this, "it is essential that there
should be consistency of message, that the communication efforts projects a singular voice." In
an increased effort to push product and become more profitable, organizations can be seen
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edging away from public relations, and toward marketing. "Turf battles [between public relations
and marketing] will no doubt continue, but the concept of integrating, or coordinating,
communications is here to stay" (p. l9).
If marketing is concerned with selling products and services, and public relations is a
relationship-building function, then why do companies so concerned with the bottom line need to
consider using public relations to further corporate advancement? Beyond the fact that public
relations is a leadership function, and according to Lattimore et. al (2004) "the primary
responsibility for organizational culture belongs to management-the decision-makers in the
organization" (p.225). Public relations addresses the following elements not associated with
marketing: Internal publics such as employees, stockholders, and management; reputation
building or image building; external publics such as government and suppliers; crisis
management; public opinion change and social issues; and issues management (p. 255). Public
relations is therefore integrated into the marketing process, but also remains separate. However,
"the two are almost always linked" (p. 255).
It would be logical to conclude from the literature that both functions are important, yet
different. But to ignore public relations as a function of leadership would be a mistake. Modern
thinking follows the opinion that public relations and marketing must remain intertwined to be
effective. Guth and Marsh (2000) write that public relations is "the values-driven management of
relationships between the organization and the publics that affect its success" (p. 17) and
marketing is a process of "researching, refining, and promoting a product or service and
distributing that product or service to targeted customers" (p. 10). Obviously the two have very
different definitions, yet neither will be effective if they are not linked to the goals and objectives
of the organization. "Too often, unintended actions speak louder than the lofty words found in an
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organization's mission statement." Although some believe that they can and must be separate,
others believe that marketing is actually a function, or arrn, of public relations activities. The
importance of both, however, cannot be disputed. As Wilcox et. al (2005) state, "all disciptines
deserve an equal voice at the table when an organization considers its communication objectives
and strategies" (p. 19).
Marketing Communications versus Mass Marketing
In most organizations today you will find a public relations and/or marketing department.
The goals of such a department were already discussed, but what of their activities? According to
Newsome et. al (2004),'othe activities of public relations practice include: press agentry,
promotion, publicity, public affairs, research (primary and secondary), graphics, advertising,
marketing, integrated marketing communications, and merchandising support" (p a). Marketing,
employing many of the same activities as public relations, attempts to use communication
strategically to sell a product or service to the public. Lattimore et. al (2004) state that,
"marketing communication campaigns, for example, utilize product publicity to introduce
products" (p. 7). The definition of what a marketing department does has been further segmented
into the activities of marketing and marketing communications. Both marketing and public
relations involve the strategic use of communication. Guth and Marsh have gone further and
defined "integrated marketing communications as a maffiage of three distinct disciplines:
advertising, marketing, and some function of public relations" (p. 10). Marketing, then, is only
one aspect of marketing communications. "Marketing fitsetfl is the process of researching,
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creating, refining, and promoting a product or service, and distributing that product or service to
customers." As mentioned, research shows that specialists in the field believe that public
relations is a relationship-building function of the administration. Marketing promotes the
product, and public relations builds a lasting relationship with the consumer. This again goes to
show the blurred lines between marketing and public relations. How do you get your publics to
not only to buy your product, btfi keep buying it. That is where the relationship building aspect
comes into play. "Far from just persuading customers to buy products, now new marketing
strategies seek to build long-term relationships with consumers" (p. 422). The development of
marketing communications therefore may be a reaction to these corporate realizations.
The further refinement of mass marketing and integrated marketing communications has
now been realized. "Integrated marketing communications (IMC) is distinctly different than
mass marketing" (p. 423). The main difference is that "marketing focuses on a very important
public: consumers. But that is only one public" (p. 427),In IMC, the practitioner focuses on
individual consumers, develops a products to fill a need, and creates a message to target them;
uses databases to target those consumers (rather than mass audiences); sends a well-focused
message to each customer through advertising, public relations, direct mail, etc; uses consumer-
preferred media to relay messages; and attempts to constantly seek information from those
consumers (p. 423). A marketing communication plan is strategic, planned, and researched using
both public relations and marketing tools to reach goals. It is also about constantly refining and
rethinking the approach. Mass marketing, on the other hand, is concerned purely with product
sales and is much less focused in its approach. It is focused purely on product, price, place, and
promotion--{ompared to the more focused concems of consurner wants and needs, cost,
convenience, and two-way communication (p. 43 1).
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Public Relations and Marketing at (Jniversities and Colleges
Long touted as having open and communicative atmospheres, colleges and universities,
like many other businesses, have begun to think more strategically about how they communicate.
In most cases this involves the areas of public relations and/or marketing. According to
Lattimore et. a[ (2004), "not-for-profit organizations including colleges, churches, charitable
causes, and health and welfare agencies began to use publicity extensively in the early Twentieth
Century" (p. 26). And this use has only become more intentional in recent years. "Higher
education institutions have found that public relations is increasingly important to them as they
seek funds, deal with crises, or face many of the special situations revolving around education"
(p. 328). The challenge for public relations professionals working in the area of higher education
is related to the fact that the atmosphere is filled with openness and the exploration of new
concepts and ideas. While this is a wonderful atmosphere to spur creativity and innovation, there
is also "no clear-cut hierarchy of power, but rather one that is diffused among a variefy of
internal groups such as administration, faculty, and students" (p. 329). This can create the unique
challenge of balancing priority publics. Being accountable to numerous groups including parents,
boards, community, government, alumni, donors, and internal audiences such as sfudents, staff,
and faculty can complicate the communication process. According to Wilcox et. al (2005), the
unique separation of marketing from public relations at institutions of higher education may stem
from the fact that "public relations at colleges and universities involves both development, or
fundraising, and enhancing the prestige of the institution" (p. 448). Like other examples, the two
are linked, but somewhat separate in purpose. The goals and mission of an institution of higher
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education, like any business, should be the driving factor behind any marketing or public
relations plan.
A r e P r ofe s s i o n a I C o mmun i c at o r s C o m mtut i c a t i n g Effe c t iv e ly ?
Professional communicators must be concerned with the effectiveness of their efforts. When
considering either a public relations or marketing strategy, communication is the catalyst needed
for success. "The tendency of many business communicators to pay more attention to
communication media than the communication process itself is leading to the image of
communicators as mere technicians" (D'Aprix, 1992).In a world of media relations and
advertising, professional communicators may be so focused on extemal audiences that they are
ignoring the importance of the process itself. Along with this, it rnay be "contributing to the
widening of the communication gap within the organization." It may be that "business
communicators should start learning to become communication strategists who can completely
handle significant issues and messages through effective channels if they expect to have an
active role in deciding important business communication issues." Well-planned strategies that
emphasize vision and values should become the goal of public relations and marketing
professionals, under the full support of the company's leadership. Communication for
communication's sake is not enough anymore. In a technologically advanced world
communication strategies must be deliberate, and more closely tied to the strategic goals of the
organi zati o n/i nst i tuti on.
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Pttblic Relations and Internal Publics
Public relations strategies must be thoroughly planned and researched. It is the role of
public relations practitioners to manage relationships with the various publics to which their
organization is linked. Newsome et. al (2004) found that, "although most public relations people
are highly trained communicators, they often don't communicate as effectively with their
colleagues as they do when they are working with other departments or with outsiders at a
communications task" (p.225).It could be said that, "handling internal communication with all
of the organization's publics is strategic management. Besides it's the right thing to do." This
includes taking a look at internal publics as a viable and important communication audience. In
the modern world, employees must be considered. The question becomes whether to attempt to
manage employee relationships, or just let them happen naturally.
Just as strategic marketers look at external audiences, new thinking concludes that
internal audiences must be considered, and many say considered f,rrst. Lattimore et. al (2004)
state that, "employees will be the first spokesperson for their organization outside of work" (p.
204). Leadership ideals in the postmodern world are no longer "authoritarian culrures [featuring]
centralized decision making with the CEO and a few high level managers" (p. 206). These types
of cultures were closed and resistant to change. Newer thinking includes the idea that
"organizations with participative cultures feature the common value of teamwork. Employees
feel empowered to make decisions rather than wait for orders from those in power." Unlike the
authoritarian cultures of old, "participative cultures are more open to new ideas, and new ideas
from inside and outside the organization." Smith (1995) showed that large companies are taking
note. "sprint United Telephone Florida (UTF) significantly improved the efficiency of its
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massive internal communication function by applying the concept of strategic communication.
This strategy means relying not only on sophisticated video, but integrating all of the
organization's technologies and processes to facilitate the flow of information to and from
employees." In this way, they realized the need for more strategic and sophisticated
communication with internal audiences. "Corporations may have a vision. They may have
tremendous technologies within their walls. Yet, if interdepartmental rivalries and factions along
the front lines of communication technology prevent employees from understanding what the
company is trying to achieve, then the communication battle...is lost." To achieve understanding
and cohesiveness throughout all levels of an organization, communicators must step up and
realize that the focus can no longer be uniquely external. To have satisfied and productive
employees, companies are now realizing that their public relations professionals must also take
on the added responsibility of internal communication. And, that it must be planned and
deliberate. "Competitive organizations that understand how to produce quality and that are
committed to continuous improvement cannot escape their dependence on well-informed,
motivated employees," Leading people is not an easy task. And neither is making sure that they
are well informed" "But the problems of competitiveness and quality leave us with no other
alternative. Sffategic communication is not just a nice-to-do activity; it has finally been validated
by our need to satisfy demanding customers, produce quality, and create competitiveness."
It could be said that motivated employees are productive employees. In a 1997 study
Christopher Orphen discovered that "communication may be the process most central to the
success or failure of an organization." The link that he found was related to leadership.
"Managers who were more involved were more affected by the quality of communication." He
studied "l35 managers employed by 21 different firms in a variety of industries in the United
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Kingdom." Results suggested that among these managers, "both job satisfaction and work
motivation were positively affected by the quality of communication within their firms."
Findings suggest that improving the transmission and reception of information could raise
employee motivation and/or satisfaction, again reinforcing the need for strategic internal
communication planning.
Some literature even suggests specific methods could be used to communicate more
effectively with employees. Cripe (1996) wrote about the benefits of communicating change to
employees. Change can be hard for individuals in the workplace. Understanding why changes
are being made may be the key to a smoother transition. Cripe felt that "organizational change
can be better communicated to employees with the help of graphic metaphors." His model was
made up of the following components: "values, or sets of real beliefs; guiding principles, or a
values-based philosophy of operations; visions, which are the products of natural conflicts
between current reality and desired future; the organization's mission or purpose; and strategies,
or the means of achieving the company's vision." He felt the metaphor model could help
individuals to form a common vision for the organization, and also a common ground for
planning and dialogue.His use of a visual mental model was one approach of many, but it
reinforces the need for workplace communication in a changing world.
At Augsburg College, the Kanter (1995) study offers suggestions regarding public
relations activities as they relate to internal publics. The need for more strategic communication
was noted. "FYI has come a long way and is deemed an essential part of campus
communications...nevertheless there is a general feeling that it can be improved and that while
valuable, it could be more enjoyable" reported the consultant regarding the main campus news
source. The main internal communication piece was produced by the public relations department.
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The employees who participated in the survey suggested "more stringent editing, both in terms
of content...and in terms of writing sfyle," and the look "could be more attractive to the reader
with a more stylish, streamlined design which transmits warmth and color. Other comments for
improvement included suggestions for more strategic thinking regarding publications. e-mail,
voice mail, Augsburg Now alumni magazine, and the community directory (p. l6).
Interual Communication Methods
How companies deal with change in the postmodern world has become an important
issue. Additionally, how they communicate those changes to employees can clearly affect
bottom-line productivity. Strategic internal commurication should consist of a variety of planned
and well-executed methods. But with so many methods to choose from, and with employees on
the receiving end of an endless amount of communication static, how do communicators cut
through the noise? Is technology a benefit or a problem for communicators? "The first generation
of employee communication focused on newsletters and was aimed at improving workforce
morale. Contents were usually about the birth of employees' babies, birthdays, and ball scores
(Brandon, 1997). With the development of expanded technology, methods of employee
communication have become more complicated.
"The second generation embraced the journalistic approach to employee communication
and aimed to provide employees with information about their organizations." Today things have
become sophisticated and more strategic in nature. "The third generation of employee
communication stresses the corporate strategy." lt is easy to see how such communication has
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evolved over time. Many communicators, however, are still operating in the first or second
phase. They have resigned themselves to the fact that a journalistic approach for example, is the
best way to communicate with employees. Although there is nothing wrong with this approach,
journalism requires an amount of distance and objectivity. This very distance may be keeping the
communicator from adequately relaying the goals of the organization, foregoing strategy for the
sake of journalism. "The new role of employee communication is no longer to try to lift
employee morale, nor merely to report current events within the organization. Today's
environment necessitates that employee communication evolve into an extension of the
management process." This allows leaders to communicate the organization's goals and vision
more effectively. This includes thoroughly communicating changes in direction. It is not enough
to communicate at the onset of a plan-there must be constant two-way communication to make
that plan successful.
So how do communicators, with their communication strategy in hand, cut through the
information static? To do this requires more than just using technology. Employees today are
bombarded with communication from all levels. Communication professionals could be the key
to the improvement of internal information crises. "They can also help provide a context for the
information chaos perrneating large organizations, thereby shedding light on issues and priorities
for employees. Moreover, they can become more involved in strategic decision-making"
(McGoon, 1994). Communicators must get away from purely managing the methods, and into
planning and employee preparation. "They should discard their propensity for newsletters,
videos, and communications products, and turn their attention on developing a broad range of
skills that will help them participate in decision-making and interact with different individuals."
Communicators must embrace an attitude change. "To change our focus...to helping senior
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managers grapple with the problems they face, such as making employees understand the market
forces that shape the tough and often unpopular decision these top managers must make."
Along with improving top-down communication flow by becoming more involved in
management decisions, they should retain a focus on the horizontal communication exchange
that happens within the organization. This can go a long way in helping cut through the
information static. "Communicators can apply their skills to improving horizontal (lateral)
communication within the organization, and provide a contact for the information chaos that
pervades most large organizations." E-mail, for instance, has become a problem in many
companies. The volume of e-mail has become so dense that in many cases is has become an
ineffective communication tool. It seems that in a technologically advanced world
communication methods must be examined carefully. ,*o-*ay, face-to-face, and targeted print
communication could go a long way in relaying information. Companies have begun to think of
the various methods as strategic in themselves. In an annual company-wide audit for the first
time e-mail preference was included as an audit question (McGoon, 1994). "The findings
underscored the important distinction between information and communication. It's an excellent
source of information, but not necessarily communication." The method must fit the message.
And strategic thinking like this can go a long way in cutting through the chaos.
When considering effective communication forms in a busy world, face-to-face
communication may be the one form that is considered last. Such interaction requires time and
energy. It is much easier to execute a quick e-mail than to walk across the hall and ask your
coworker a question. And when it comes to communication from leadership, this may be even
more true. Edward Hallowell ( 1999) in his article The Huntan Moment at Work, seems to
reiterate this point. "Human moments require energy. Often, that's what makes them easy to
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avoid" (60). Furthermore, face-to-face interaction with leaders can show that they care about
how employees feel. It can help in times of change, and with buy-in of important goals and
initiatives. "Indeed the strategic use of the human moment can help reduce the confusion and
ambiguity of electronic communications" (p. 66). Obviously technology is not going away, nor
should it. But the fact that it has changed the landscape of communication cannot be ignored.
"The remedy is not to get rid of electronics, but to restore the human moment where it is needed"
(p. 60). Thus, a combination of communication methods, with proper consideration for the
message at hand, may be the key to effective internal understanding of goals, initiatives, and
changes.
Literature Review Summarv
It would be an understatement to say that communication is important in the corporate and non-
profit business world. Effective communication with employees has been shown to affect
bottom-line productivity. In an ethically responsible world, leadership would be concerned with
the trust and motivational issues affected by improper or incomplete communication. Employee
trust in leadership and the organization, satisfaction, and worker motivation can all be affected
by communication efforts. To stay competitive in a postmodern sociefy, companies should be
more concerned with internal communication methods. To err on the side of more
communication, rather than less, should be the goal of management efforts. And in the opinion of
some experts, if leadership is questioning whether or not to tell employees something, they
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should choose to tell them. Chances are they will find out soon-or-later from another source
anylvay. This is where internal public relations efforts come into play.
Public relations has a long and rich history. Although widely misunderstood by many
individuals, it remains rooted in communication. It is the job of the public relations practitioner
to build relationships through communication. Unlike marketing, which is mostly external,
public relations is also concerned with internal audiences and invested publics. If public relations
efforts are to be successful and better understood, they must remain rooted in values. The values
and mission of an institution are important, but in an ethical sense the practitioner must also be
concerned with the best interests of the public. Through the use of communication, a successful
public relations effort will be focused on building relationships in order to serve both industry
and the public at large.
Marketing and public relations are different. Marketing efforts are focused on selling
products and services. Public relations, on the other hand, is a function of leadership. Both must
follow the mission and goals of the organization, and this links the fwo efforts at the core. Many
experts feel that it would be a mistake to separate the fwo practices entirely, yet the efforts and
methods of the two are distinct. Marketing communications is also quite different from mass
marketing. Mass marketing is concerned with getting the word out to the public at large.
Marketing communication is a targeted effort, based on targeted research. But all of the above
practices must be made up of effective communicators.
Professional communicators in all areas of industry could benefit from a more deliberate
and strategic effort. Communication for communication's sake is not enough. People are
bombarded with communication on a daily basis. If communicators are to cut through the clutter,
they must use varied yet strategic methods to get their messages heard. Professional
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communicators in colleges and universities have the added complication of being responsible for
answering to a variety of publics. Alumni, parents, students, faculry, staff, donors, etc. are some
of the publics that must be considered when communication strategies are discussed. If public
relations efforts are to be successful in the unique world of higher education, a strategy-focused
communication effort that follows the mission and vision of the institution must consider all




Examining communication in colleges and universities is a complex process. I
hypothesized that public relations and marketing practitioners in higher education are more
concerned with external publics than internal publics. Along with this, that lack of
communication in higher education, an industry based on information sharing, was causing
employee trust, satisfaction, and motivational problems in the workplace. Through better
strategic internal communication, specifically handled by the public relations and marketing
staff, I felt that colleges and universities could be more productive, even as it relates to bottom-
line financial viabiliry. And, that using the expertise of seasoned communicators in this way may
benefit the institution as a whole. This study seeks facts that describe employee attitudes about
communication and leadership. Along with that, it seeks to discover how public relations and
marketing professionals view their role in the communication process. The research
methodology was designed to gather employee opinions and experiences in a qualitative fashion,
in order to retrieve data to aid in the development of a new and improved institutional
communication strategy for higher education.
In this study public relations and marketing professionals at Augsburg College and a
comparison college were asked to describe situations and give opinions and examples of
organizational communication at their institution. The goal was to determine if patterns emerged
to uncover areas of concern. Structure, methods, quality, and effectiveness issues were analyzed.
The twelve individuals who participated in the study serve in public relations or marketing
capacities at an institution of higher education.
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Findings from the study can be compared to the Kanter ( 1995) findings to show
communication trends over time. This will be an especially important benchmark as far as
Augsburg College is concerned. Both studies surveyed employees quantitativety at the
institution, using an eight-question interview, while drawing out situational comments, examples,
and employee opinions. Although unique questions were asked, and the focus of the studies was
slightly different, both examine the need for better internal communication at the institution and
thus certain parallels can be drawn.
Determination of the Sample Population
I had several considerations when selecting participants for this study. Getting a variety
of age groups did not matter as much as the variety of years working at the institution. Subjects
were all in identifiable roles in the areas of public relations and marketing: that is with a job title
or professional responsibilities for marketing or public relations efforts. Managers and coworkers
were included in the sample, but no directors, or leaders above the director level were asked to
participate. Although management versus staff issues may have played a factor, because this
LAP deals with how leadership communicates internally, and how employees view those efforts,
they were intentionally not included" Twelve individuals were chosen randomly, six from each
institution. The comparison college was chosen on the criteria of location, being a Midwestern
institution, and the fact that it was a private liberal arts college with a similar student body size.
Meetings with individuals were done over a two-week period,, each lasting approximately one
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hour. Topics were mentioned and questions were asked in an open-ended fashion, and in return
opinions were given by respondents.
Subject's names were chosen from employee lists drawn out of an envelope at random,
and recruitment was done through letters and follow-up phone calls. The interviews with the
individuals were one-on-one with the researcher to maintain privacy and insure unrestricted
responses. Since the goal of this study was to draw out opinions and experiences, respondents
were encouraged to give examples and tell stories about their experiences. One hundred percent
of the individuals approached, participated in the study. One interview was conducted over the
phone due to scheduling difficulties.
Data Gatherinob
The data was gathered based on information from twelve individual interviews. Notes
were taken and direct quotes were recorded. At the time of their participation in the study, all
individuals were working in public relations or marketing capacities at either Augsburg College
or the comparison college. Ages of participants ranged from mid-twenties to sixty-plus years.
The statistical analysis relates exclusively to the fwelve interview participants. The anecdotal
references reflect a combination of responses and individuals'direct quotes. Identifying factors
such as names, job titles, and job-specific examples and activities have been removed to protect
the participants.
The sfudy employed one method of information gathering-a qualitative 8-question
survey, administered verbally. I personally met with each individual, one-on-one, away from
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their workspace. Each individual answered the same series of questions, although an interactive
and open-ended conversational approach was initiated in an attempt to draw out more specific
examples and employee opinions. This approach permitted individual contributions as well as a
wide range of responses to illustrate workplace trends. The technique was used to stimulate
participation, and thorough notes were taken to gather data.
The final step in the analysis of this study was to determine if communication issues were
affecting employee trust, satisfaction, motivation, and job performance. In order to determine if
correlations existed, responses were examined and similarities were extracted and tabulated. The
ratios of similar answers out of .100, or 100 percent, were recorded (table 1). Thus, the
interrelated issues of communication facing institutions of higher education, especially as they
relate to the areas of public relations and marketing could be further clarified.
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CHAPTER V
Data Report: Organizational Communication in Higher Education
This paper explores and identifies corlmunication issues in puhlic relations and
marketing capacities at institutions of higher education. Various theories about communication
and its effects on employees and businesses were discussed or analyzed in the literature review.
Furthermore, the unique realm of higher education and the role of public relations and marketing
efforts were examined. Within each section were variables related to public relations and
marketing practice, organizational communication, and institutions of higher education.
The methodology yielded data regarding communication in both broad and specific
contexts. The interviews provided insights into the linkages between communication and job
satisfaction, motivation, and trust. The qualitative nafure of the interviews, within the framework
of a conversational question-and-answer format, fostered discussion on the part of the subject. In
turrr, a clearer picture of the communication issues in higher education was uncovered.
Raw Data
Related to the questions asked, data was collected from the l2 participants and
correlations were tabulated (table l). The majority of the respondents (.833) were not able to
describe the structure of their division. They had trouble not only explaining communication
structure, but also reporting structure. Departmental structure on the other hand, was a little bit
more clear, but not completely. There was discrepancy in how individuals felt their department
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functioned, with the greatest majority feeling that the strucfure was flat, meaning employees
reported directly to one supervisor (.667). Employees felt that although certain individuals held
more authority than others, they had no official subordinates reporting to them.
As far as communication quality, the strongest negative indicator was the existence and
strength of the rumor mill, a possible result of poor internal communication. Participants felt that
it was actually stronger that the communication structure itself (.583). Along with this,
communication strategies were situational. Crisis communication was handled first by
addressing internal audiences ("667), and media were communicated to on a need-to-know basis.
The main method used by leadership to communicate with employees in a crisis was e-mail
(.333). In comparison, when publicizing an event or happening individuals felt that external
audiences were the only audiences that needed to be considered (.583), and if other audiences
were considered, that external audiences must be considered first (.500).
When asked for examples of communication, illustration of a negative experience was
provided by the majoriry of participants. Employees felt that leaders did not look for internal
input when making a decision (.593). Communication methods, or the ways that leaders
communicate with employees were divided into the cate-Eories of internal and external. E-mail
was the overwhelming method of internal communication (.833), with external communication
being more planned and deliberate, and a greater variefy of methods being used (.667). When
determining priority publics, participants felt that external publics are most important, and that it
is not the job of a public relations or marketing office to address internal audiences (.583). There
was also an indication that employees felt that leaders are narrowly focused on "potentials"
(.500). In this case "potentials" are potential students, parents, donors, partners in business, etc.
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When examining mission-critical communication, employees had a variety of opinions
including the idea that it should be the responsibility of the public relations office (.333), that the
mission and goals of the institution are too complicated and change too often making them hard
to grasp (.333). Also, that leaders need to trust employees to be good ambassadors (.250).
Finally, if left up to the participant, what changes would be made? Comments included the need
for more face-to-face communication with leadership ("500), and secondly that leaders should
trust employees rnore (.4I7).
Table 1: Raw Data
Organization al Structure
Divisional Structure
Not sure - .833
Church relations, marketing communication, music organizations,
and Center for Lifelong Learning




Soft or flat structure ------
















Media relations and creative -------
Media relations and everyone else
Media relations and publications
Communication Ouality
Rumor mill is stronger
Peer-like relationship with Ieader preferred
Breakdown due to excessive workload------
It's a technical issue (e-mail/Web)
Resistance to change is a problem




Internal first, media second or last --- .667
Leaders, public relations, internal, then external------ .J JJ
.250Extrerne care with media
External media is the best information source ----------- .167
Competent leadership is most important .r67
Rumors are first source of information --------- .167
Communication About Events or Happenings
External audiences only or first--- ---- .583
Web is the only internal method ------ .417
Internal audiences feel left out------- - .250
Getting public relations involved is important ------- ---- .167
Communication Examples
Leaders do not look for internal input ---------- .500
Leadership too indecisive ---------




Face-to-face prefered but not used
External Methods
Planned and deliberate with rnedia. more methods used .667
Phone is preferred method with media --------- .167













External more important, internal not a PR issue
"Potentials" are the most important to leadership
Internal not considered----
Varies by situation --------
Parents
Students
Alumni should be more important --------- ----- .083
Mission, Vision- and Goals
Communication should be/is PR's responsibiliry
Can't grasp mission and goals, change too often
Educate internal audience more




Leaders should trust employees more ---------- .333
Too academic and wordy, can't understand them 250
Marketing committee decides key messages -- .167
PR not responsible for internal communication of mission/vision---------- .083
Emplovee Recommendations for Improvement
More face-to-face corrununication with leadership--------- -------- .583
Middle management consult with staff regarding decisions ------ .333
More staff .250
Budgets for creative ideas -- .083
Trust employees more--- ---- .417
----------- .083
.083
Generalized Trends by College
When breaking down the results and comparing the two colleges separately, some
broader trends emerge. At the comparison college 50 percent of the individuals surveyed were
unable to explain the structure of their division, with 33 percent believing that it was divided into
four areas, and 17 percent that it was divided into two areas (table 2). This is compared to 83
percent of respondents at Augsburg College who could not describe the structure of their
division, and 17 percent indicating that they were in the academics division. Between the two,
Augsburg employees were more confused about communicating and reporting structures. Also,
participants at the comparison college were split in opinion when describing departmental
structure with 67 percent of individuals believing that they reporteii directly to the department
leader, stating that they did not work in teams. One third of the individuals felt that their
department was made up of two teams. At Augsburg, the majority (67 percent) of employees felt
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that their department had an informal or unclear reporting structure, l7 percent indicating that
their department was made up of two teams. and l7 percent giving an unrelated answer.









On the issue of communication quality by institution, interesting trends began to emerge
(table 3). At the comparison college an overwhelmin-e number of parlicipants felt that there were
breakdowns and problems related to communication (83 percent). With 17 percent of the
individuals citing e-mail as the number one communication form used. Augsburg's results
trended slightly different with 67 percent feeling that it was a technical struggle or battle to reach
















related to technology, a third felt that they preferred or enjoyed a peer-type relationship with
their leaders. This was a trend not found in the comparison college. Similarities befween the
colleges include the issue of breakdowns and problems in communication with 83 percent of
individuals citing such issues, compared to the same 83 percent at the comparison college.
Trends strongly indicate that breakdowns and problems with communication need to be
addressed at both colleges.







On the issue of crisis communication, trends at the cornparison college strongly indicated
that employees felt that internal audiences are the most important audiences to address in these















rumor mill may be stronger than communication from leadership, l7 percent for each instirution.
Participants at Augsburg in particular saw e-mail as the number one communication source in
times of crisis (50 percent). Individuals at both Augsburg and the comparison college
commented on the importance of internal audiences. 33 percent of the respondents at Augsburg
mentioned this, in comparison to 83 percent at the comparison college.









Communication examples given by participants included those where information was
not shared with internal audiences, 50 percent of individuals at the comparison college gave

















indecisive or made decisions by committee-which they felt was by-in-large an ineffective way
to operate (table 5). Also, 17 percent of individuals at Augsburg felt that their leaders had made
impersonal decisions without consultation from those affected.
Table 5: Example Trends by College
Communication Examples- Communcation Examples-
Augsburg CollegeComparison College
In regard to the issue of communication methods, or the communication tools used by
leaders and public relations and marketing professionals, the overwhelming answer at both
institutions was electronic communication. In this case, the two sources most mentioned were e-
mail and electronic newsletters (table 6). Only 17 percent of the individuals participating felt that
their leaders used face-to-face communication, yet at Augsburg 33 percent stated that they
preferred that type of exchange over impersonal electronic means. External communication was
found to be quite different from internal communication. Sixty seven percent of the individuals
at both institutions felt that they used a greater variety of methods to communicate with the
media and other external audiences, and that it was very deliberate and planned in comparison to
internal methods. The telephone was cited as an external communication method at the






Thirty three percent of the individuals at Augsburg gave a unique or incomparable answer to the
question of external communication methods.
Table 6: Method Trends by College






When asked about priority publics, or those publics most important in the eyes of college
leaders, the answer that it "depends on the situation" was most common (table 7). Fifty percent
of the participants at the comparison college gave this answer, and 33 percent at Augsburg.
Augsburg was unique in that employees felt that potentials were the number-one concern for
leadership, compared to l7 percent at the comparison college. And at the comparison college, 33


















audiences coming in last. No respondents at Augsburg indicated that internal audiences should
come last, according to leadership. This indicates that employees felt that internal audiences may
be somewhere in the middle on the scale of importance to leadership.





When delving into the issue of the communication of the mission and vision of each
instirution, 50 percent of participants at the comparison college felt that it was the responsibility
of the public relations and marketing area to communicate such information (table 8). At
Augsburg only l7 percent responded in kind. The same percentage of individuals at both
institutions felt that developing the mission, vision, and goals of the college was the
responsibility of college leadership. Augsburg was found to have the most difficulty with
communication of the mission and vision, with 50 percent expressing confusion as it relates to
such initiatives. Only l7 percent of individuals at the comparison college were unclear about the












Finally, when delving into an open-ended inquiry about employee recommendations for
change, the following trends emerged. First, Augsburg employees are desperate for more and
better reciprocal communication with leadership (table 9). Sixty seven percent would like leaders
to consult with employees about decisions, and 83 percent desire more face-to-face
communication with leaders. Also, trust issues could be found at both institutions. The
comparison college had a greater problem with trust. Fiffy percent of employees felt a lack of
trust by leadership, in correlation to 33 percent at Augsburg. It is clear, however, that the issue
exists at both instirutions. Seventeen percent of individuals at the comparison college desired
more face-to-face communication with leadership, but this percentage was not as great as the 83
percent at Augsburg mentioned above. The need for more staff and budgetary concerns were also
issues found at both institutions. Survey participants felt that help in these two areas would affect









Table 9: Employee Recommendation Trends by College
Empolyee Recommendations-
Comparison College
Employee Recom mendations- Employee Recom mendations-
Augsburg College Augsburg College
Final Study Resttlts
The final results of the study bring a variety of issues to light. When reviewing
commonalities in response, I was able to generahze trends relating to communication in
institutions of higher education, specifically as they related to the areas of public relations and















Table 10: Structural Results
83 percent of interviewees at Augsburg could not describe the communication or








60 percent of respondents felt that their department had an informal or flat reporting
strucfure, with each individual reporting directly to the department director.
33 percent of individuals at the comparison college felt that there was not a lot of
communication with college leaders.
25 percent of respondents felt their department was separated into two areas-media
relations and publications/creative
Table I 1: Quality Results
60 percent of respondents felt that the rumor mill was a problem, and that it is actually













42 percent of individuals interviewed at Augsburg College appreciated being treated like
a peer by leaders higher than the director level, compared to the comparison college
where by-in-large employees had little contact with higher-ups.
33 percent of individuals felt that excessive workload is a crucial factor affecting
communication issues.
25 percent felt that technology was the most important tool in improving internal
communication.
17 percent of respondents felt that people are reluctant to buy-in to change.
l7 percent felt that leaders made decisions without understanding or communicating with
employees that are directly affected by the decision.
















33 percent of respondents felt that media will find out about a crisis on a need-to-know
basis, but then they are treated with extreme care once they find out.
33 percent of respondents felt that e-mail was the number-one communication medium
during a crisis.
33 percent of interviewees felt that the communication chain for a crisis went in the






25 percent of employees reported that they received crisis information from a source
other than college leaders. The rumor mill and the external media were the other sources
mentioned.
Table l3: Communication Results-Events and Happenin_es
50 percent of respondents felt that external audiences were the only important audiences
in publicizing an event or happening.
42 percent of individuals surveyed said that electronic media was the main medium used
to keep internal audiences informed about events. Publications were secondary.
25 percent of respondents felt that internal audiences are left out of the communication
loop.
Table 14: Results of Examples
50 percent of respondents felt that they experienced impersonal communication from
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25 percent of respondents felt that there was a certain level of indecisiveness amon_q
leaders, and that decisions by committee were ineffective.
17 percent felt that alumni and students are not considered irnportant audiences for
communication.
Table 15: Method Results
83 percent of respondents felt that e-mail and e-newsletter are the most used internal
communication form.
67 percent of respondents felt that communication with media is extremely planned and
deliberate, with a greater variety of communication methods being employed.
33 percent of respondents at Augsburg College felt that although face-to-face
communication with leaders is preferred, that it is rarely used. And when it is, the















Table 16: Priority Public Results
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58 percent of individuals stated that it is not the job of the public relations and marketing
office to communicate with internal audiences.
50 percent of respondents felt that "potentials" were the most important audience in the
eyes of college leadership.
42 percent of the individuals felt that the importance of the various publics was
determined by the sifuation.
25 percent of respondents felt that we do not adequately consider whom we have here
now.
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42 percent of respondents felt that the mission and goals of the institution must be simple
and easy to understand.
33 percent of respondents felt that it is the responsibility of the PR and marketing team to
relay those messages to the public.
33 percent of respondents felt that leaders did not have confidence in staff to follow
through with their goals, and a great many felt that consultants were more respected than
employees.
33 percent of respondents felt that they, and the community at large, did not have a good
grasp on the mission and vision of the college due to constantly changing goals and poor
communication of those goals.
Table l8: Employee Recommendation Results
58 percent of respondents want more direct and reciprocal face-to-face communication
with leaders.
42 percent of individuals felt a lack of trust by their leaders.
33 percent of respondents felt that middle management made decisions that they knew





















According to survey respondents, there is much confusion on the part of the employees as
it relates to the structure of their division and department. Employees were uncertain which
departments were contained within their division, as well as how the communicating and
reporting structure of their own division was set up. Differing opinions on reporting structure
may be a direct consequence of lack of communication. As one respondent stated, "It is really
hard to describe the divisional structure right now...there is confusion." Augsburg has the
furthest to go in clarifoing roles with 83 percent of the individuals surveyed unable to explain the
structure of their division (table 10). The trends in higher education, according to data, seem to
show relatively flat or soft reporting structure within departments (60 percent).
Questions of communication quality in the institutions brought to light an important
issue. The rumor mill was found by many to be a stronger source of information than traditional
communication lines. Sixfy percent of respondents mentioned the rumor mill as a problem, or as
their first source of information (table 1 1). Rumors may be a way of dealing with the fear
associated with lack of communication. At Augsburg, 42 percent of respondents enjoyed being
treated like a peer by their leaders. This was a trend not found at the comparison college. At the
comparison college, employees expressed the idea that they had little or no contact rvith leaders
above the director level. As far as communication quality goes, "on some levels there could be a
lot of improvements,"
When delving into issues of situational communication, two areas were studied. Crisis
communication and communication about events or happenings were examined to compare and
contrast methods. Although 33 percent of respondents felt that public relations and marketing
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departments should be the second to know about a crisis after college leadership, the same
number also felt that media should be the last to know, or they should find out on a need-to-
know basis (table 12)."Leaders find out about a crisis first, then public relations, then the
internal audiences, and last the media. Internal audiences always come first," said one
respondent. Internal audiences, therefore, are the first to be alerted in times of crisis, with many
respondents feeling that e-mail was the primary source of information sharing. Although, many
admitted that this somewhat depended on the situation, especially if governmental or legal issues
had to be taken into account. There were also some concerns about crises of a different nature.
"What is not a crisis to one, is a crisis to others. Even if there aren't secrets you feel like there
are. It creates fear." In this case an internal crisis, something only affecting those individuals
working at the institution, was not given the proper attention by leaders. In other words, if the
crisis had the chance of making it to the external media it was given more attention than an
internal crisis. These crises, however, rflay be just as large of a concern to employees.
Reexamining the definition of a crisis may be called for.
Events or happenings were treated differently in the colleges than crisis communication.
In this case internal audiences were thought of last, or not at all. Considering the extreme
workload of these public relations or marketing offices, many individuals felt that they could
only focus on one area, and that it should be external publics (table 13). When internal audiences
were alerted, it was done by electronic means. Therefore, individuals felt that it was the
responsibility of the staff and faculty to seek out such information. As one individual stated, "if
there is slow attendance, then they would hroadcast it intentionally to students, etc. Then they
include faculty and staff at that time too." This illustrated the idea that internal audiences are not
more than an afterthought.
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When individuals were asked to give examples of communication within their institution,
be it good or bad, trends indicated that half of the individuals surveyed had experienced
impersonal communication from higher-ups (table l4). One example is when a leader made a
decision to put someone's phone number on ads, posters, etc., without that person's knowledge.
"This has happened more than once." As mentioned previously, innate to colleges is the idea of
collaboration. But individuals felt that decisions by committee may not always work. A quarter
of those interviewed felt that there was a certain level of indecisiveness among leaders.
Methods of communication also said a lot about how leaders feel about the importance of
internal versus external audiences. Eighfy three percent of respondents felt that electronic
communication was the most-used form of internal communication (table 15). While
communication with media was deliberate and planned, with a greater variety of methods used.
In this case, relationship building was an important goal mentioned by respondents.
When the issue of priorify publics was addressed, half of the individuals interviewed felt
that potential students, parents, donors, etc., were the most important audiences in the eyes of
college leadership (table 16), with 42 percent of individuals stating that the importance of such
publics was determined by the situation. Many felt that there may be a disparity befween how
things are, and how they actually should be. "The students, faculfy, staff, alumni, and donors run
the machine and keep the institution going so they are important publics. Others see it as the
opposite." With this in mind, both leaders and public relations and marketing practitioners may
want to pay more attention to internal audiences so as not to alienate them.
When carrying out the mission and vision of the institution, individuals felt that not only
did they need to be easy to understand (42 percent), but 33 percent also felt that the communify
at large did not have a good grasp of them (table 17). Another disturbing trend came to light
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regarding trust. A third of the respondents felt that leaders did not have confidence in staff to
follow through with their goals. And in many cases important jobs were outsourced to
consultants, which served only to increase this sentiment. "Consultants make all of the decisions,
not those individuals with an invested interest in the institution," said one respondent.
Finally, on the issue of employee recommendations for improvement, 58 percent of
individuals felt the need for more face-to-face communication with leaders (table 18). Along
with this, a disturbing lack of trust was again recorded" Forty two percent of those surveyed felt a
lack of trust by their leaders. Along with this, 33 percent felt that middle management was
making decisions without consulting those individuals who were directly affected. As one
individual stated, "If you trust in people, if you educate them, and grve them more information,
they will make the right decisions and be good ambassadors." The problem with trust was also
seen as reciprocal, "There is a lack of trust toward the institution on the part of the employee."




When analyzing the results from Augsburg and the comparison college certain trends
come to light. There was definitely confusion experienced on the part of the employees as it
relates to how their department and division were structured, with some individuals at the
comparison college indicating both lack of trust on the part of the department leader, and the
issue of micromanagement. While Augsburg employees felt that their department and division
were in transition, they also felt a lack of communication about the issues directly related to the
changes that were happening. Along with this, individuals felt that such changes were inherent in
the world of education, with one seasoned veteran stating: "Over 24 years the department has
changed names five times and titles have included: information services, pubtications, public
relations, communications, and marketing communications." One interviewee believed that
structural change is unique to colleges. "It's technical, it's societal, and it is all encompassing."
Most felt that the changes that they were experiencing were exclusive, and that goals change
with the times and the leader.
Communication at the institutions needs improvement. Interviewees felt frustrated with
top-down communication. Project deadlines, excessive workload, and stress are issues that must
be examined. Also. poor communication is affecting the employees ability to perform their jobs
efficiently. One example of communication breakdown is exclusiviry. According to one
participant, "once you disagree, you're cut out."
Crisis communication is handled internally first, and employees feel that this is the proper
way to operate. Where the system fails is in internal crises. Leaders must review decisions to
determine if internal audiences would view them as crisis situations, and if so, treat them as such.
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The importance of such issues may have a greater affect on the institution as a whole than a
campus safety incident, for example. When publicizing an event or happening, internal audiences
are not considered important either by Ieadership or by public relations and marketing
practitioners. The conflict felt by individuals stems from the fact that although they feel that it is
important to get internal buy-in first, they did not practice what they preached. Stating that, "the
key to making [the launch of a new logo] successful was to get buy in frrst." At the same time
noting that it is not the job of public relations and marketing departments to address internal
audiences. On a high leadership level, the decision not to share information is made. This leaves
the college community questioning such decisions. Communication seem exclusive instead of
inclusive. According to one respondent, in many cases leaders put "the responsibility on the
internal community to get involved."
When examining methods of communication, the survey determines that the approach is
more important, deliberate, and planned with external media. The approach toward these external
audiences is much more strategic in nature. Frequent electronic communication about daily
happenings is many times ineffective and ignored. "E-mail is taking over face-to,face
communication, even if the person is right next to you," said a participant. Yet individuals feel
the need for more face-to-face communication with colleagues and leaders alike. "The vicinity
that we sit to each other is closer than people actually are to each other as a team." This shows
that communication needs to be more deliberate and frequent. As one individual stated in
addressing leadership, "why is every time I need to speak with you when something is wrong?
This is a division-wide and college-wide issue." Complicating the issue of the methods used is
the order of priority publics as determined on a leadership level. Individuals surveyed-while
differing on the issue of priority publics-agreed that it had a lot to do with the situation. The
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main generalization, however, was that internal publics were not of much importance to
leadership. This may go a long way in explaining some of the trust issues experienced by
individuals. One individual felt that "so much is concerned with the outside audience and how
we should sell it." And another that, "there is a self-serving element to decisions. It is alt about
the benefits, the numbers, and the profitability."
When carrying out the mission and goals of an institution, leaders must be concerned
with the complexity of what they are trying to do. If goats change too frequently, employees do
not have time to grasp the changes. Individuals who participated in the survey felt that the
mission and vision should come from the inside, and that much of it should already be present in
the culture of the instifution. "To have an honest message that lasts you must start from the
inside. It must be based on something rea[." Trusting employees to carry out such initiatives is
important. Employees can be made to feel insulted when "consultants make all of the decisions,
not those individuals with an invested interest in the institution." Employees care about and want
to further the cause of the institution, but they also want leaders to give clear and consistent
communication-and trust in employees to follow through.
A Critical Examination oJ'the Methodolog-v with Recommendatiorts for Fttrther Study
The advantages of my methodology were: 1) It was inexpensive and time efficient to use
a smaller sampling,2) The information gathered was current and applicable to Augsburg
College, 3) The questions were tailored to the specific areas of public relations and marketing, 4)
A qualitative method allowed me to delve more deeply into opinions and examples, 5) Data was
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influenced by those working in the field and their ability to interpret their own circumstances,
which was important to this LAP.
The sampling was admittedly limited geographically, and the survey was administered by
a novice researcher. Identifuing a sample of public relations and marketing professionals at
Augsburg College was limited to those with whom I have a working relationship. The drawback
being that they may have tailored their message based on that relationship. The benefit was that
they felt a greater degree of freedom and safety that their comments would not go beyond the
interview-room doors. Results from a more random sampling from a variety of institutions may
have brought different results. Since this is an applied project, it was important to look at the
implications for Augsburg specifically. The comparison college helped to balance results. My
main concern was protecting the anonymity of my subjects. I was asked to divulge participants
by an executive at the comparison college, which I did not do. A more reliable sampling may
have been gathered if an anonymous interviewer had administered the survey, but there is a
question whether results would have been as honest.
The sampling method was not designed to seek out communicators outside the area of
public relations or marketing. There were no demographic questions asked. Some data was
unusable due to the nature of this qualitative study. More pointed "yes" or "no" questions may
have led to different results, but these results may have been less applicable to the subject matter.
Responses were complex, varied, and required extensive analysis. If future researchers choose to
build upon these findings, this analysis may help them refine their study design. Possibilities for




Comparing how leaders view situational communication outcomes to how their
employees view them.
Examining how college and university leadership is structured, and how communication
at an executive level is conducted.
What the effects of postmodern technological conrmunication methods are on employees.
Interpersonal communication-examining methods and results.
Examination of non-profit versus for-profit internal communication flow.
Defining external and internal publics at institutions of higher education.
The changing definition of marketing and public relations and the effect on professional
communicators.
Defining internal versus external crises in institutions of higher education.
Examining the strategic communication of mission, vision, and goals in higher education.









Comparing Results: 1995 to 2005
When examining the similarities between the 1995 study titled A Review of Internal
Communications at Augsburg, and this applied project, a variety of patterns emerge (Kanter,
1995). In both this study and the one ten years earlier, respondents felt that the responsibility for
finding out information is put on the employees. If information does not get relayed in a timely
and efficient manner, the rumor mill takes over. Throughout the last 10 years at Augsburg
College, inconsistent and often confusing information flow has been recorded.
a
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Both sfudies also looked at specific examples of communication. Consistencies between
the studies include employees wanting to feel involved and consulted about decisions. People
feel that they have a right to be informed. If information is not given, individuals will seek it out.
This is where informal cofi]munication networks come into play. Even if the information is not
accurate, or based on rumor, people will feel that it satisfies their need to know. These informal
nefworks have survived the test of time, and may be even stronger today. Unfortunately,
individuals still feel that decisions are made without consultation.
Leadership decisions today, as well as 10 years ngo, are being called into question.
People feel angered if they are not consulted. The open communication systems of an
educational institution may add to those feelings. If an issue is seen as controversial, it is even
more important that it be discussed. Although technology has improved the speed of crisis
communication, it has also complicated matters. How leaders and professional communicators
cut through the clutter to get their message across has become paramount. In 1995 both good
news and crisis information flowed through the grapevine. Today, good news may not even be
reaching intended audiences at al[, and the issue of information overload could be to blame.
Communication breakdowns still exist today, and people feel more insulted than ever
when they feel left out. Issues such as faculty raises, facility decisions, and goals have been
replaced by broader issues like capital campaigns and college-wide branding efforts. If anything
these communication problems have gotten more complex, and employees are more saturated
with information, leaving them feeling more isolated than ever. The methods of communication
may also have something to do with the problem. Kanter (1995) alluded to the fact that
employees valued e-mail as an extremely effective communication source. However, they felt
that the telephone was misused. Today individuals feel th.,. they are literally bombarded with
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electronic communication and have little time to sift through it all. Both srudies show that
guidelines for usage may be helpful.
How important are specific audiences? The disparity between the focus on extemal
versus internal audiences still exists today. Internal audiences feel less informed, and many times
go outside the institution to get information. There is no doubt that both studies show that
internal audiences must be a priority public for both leadership, and public relations and
marketing practitioners. Although situational complexity still exists, there must be a more
conscious and strategic plan for reaching internal publics.
When dealing with important issues such as communicating the goals and mission of the
institution, Augsburg has come a long way in developing a vision. In 1995 there was confusion
and uncertainty about where the institution was headed. In 2005 there is a published vision
whose goals are reiterated often by leadership. The problem today is that this vision is long and
complicated, and goals change too often. Augsburg retains the strong culture of 1995, and has a
greater sense of direction and purpose. Its purpose and direction, however, are so grandiose that
it is hard for most employees to get a good grasp on them
Communication continues to affect trust issues at Augsburg. The informal
communication structures of the past are stronger than ever, and leadership remains steadfast in
keeping information from those often most affected by decisions. For employees to trust
leadership and the institution itself, formal and more personal communication strategies must be
formed. Will Augsburg continue to repeat the patterns of the last 10 years, or will things be
different in 2015? By thinking more strategically, especially as it relates to internal audiences,
Augsburg may be able to break the cycle and go a long way toward a better communication
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system and a happier and more motivated workforce. With this in mind a new theoretical model
of improved institutional communication flow was developed.





While delving into the research and study presented in this LAP it became apparent that
there is a need for a new theoretical model for institutional communication in higher education.
















those audiences addressed by the for-profit corporate world. While corporations may answer to a
board of directors, external media, and customers, communicators in higher education have the
added responsibilify of considering alumni, donors, students, staf f, faculty, and the community,
to name a few. As mentioned in previous sections, a strategic approach to everyday as well as
crisis communication is warranted. With the information overload experienced inside and outside
of the workplace, a more strategic approach can help to cut through the clutter. Audiences can be
reached more successfully, and efficiently, and public relations and marketing professionals can
do the best job possible not only for their organization, but also for the public at large.
This new theoretical model begins at the executive leadership level. As prior research
mentioned, it is important for a public relations executive to sit on the committee of decision-
makers at any institution. This is crucial in insuring that a strategic communication plan can be
developed. So with this in mind, all official communication starts at this level. Next, situational
strategies are initiated. For example if the executive committee decides that they want to
publicize a particular event, they would strategize the method of delivery, then forward that
responsibility on to the public relations office. This office of professional communicators in turn
would notify students, employees, and affected individuals; then alumni; and finally the media.
All the while thinking deliberately about what methods to use to communicate their message.
Another example would be a crisis situation. In this case, by law and for safety reasons,
executive leadership would first notify governmental agencies like the police or health officials.
This is shown by the words "crisis check point" in the model. Leadership in this case would be
responsible for determining if the information is an internal crisis, or an external crisis where the
proper external authorities must be involved. At the same time, executive leadership would
notify public relations staff (the head of public relations would already be involved since they sit
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on the executive committee), and then sfudents, employees, and affected individuals. Next,
alumni would be notified, and finally the media on a need-to-know basis.
Yet another example is an advertising campaign. At the executive level, with the
consultation of the public relations practitioner, the campaign is born. Executive leadership may
decide, for instance, that the public relations and marketing staff will facilitate the campaign.
Following the arrows in the model, there would be an internal campaign launch creating abtnz
with all internal audiences (students, employees, and affected individuals). It is important to
remember that in this model internal audiences are always notified first. Next, executive
leadership may ask for feedback about the campaign (see communication flow arrows). Finally,
it would be broadcast to external audiences, always remembering that alumni and external
stakeholders are also involved first, before the media at-large. Media outlets and communication
methods are strategically planned by the public relations and marketing office in an effort to "cut
through the clutter." And, a successful campaign is born. The speed and success of this is
determined by the strategic communication plan set down at the executive level, but the public
relations staff is commissioned with carrying out the plan in this example.
These are just a few representations of the way that strategic communication could work
within this model. Things to remember: first, each communication flow arrow represents
strategic methods used, as well as a direction; second, communication direction is many times
reciprocal (represented by the arrows); third, the internal audiences, represented by in the circles,
are always first, with the exception of the crisis check pointed as noted; fourth, external
audiences are always [ast, and always and only communicate with the public relations and
marketing practitioners; fifth, the one exception to the previous statement is governmental
agencies, since there may be safety or legal issues involved in certain crisis situations; finally,
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leadership is always available for reciprocal communication with internal audiences. This model
Ieaves professional communicators (public relations and marketing staff) responsible for
strategizing and carrying through with external communication. The key to making the model
work is strategic thinking on the part of executive leadership and the public relations and
marketing team. Breaking the proper flow of communication directed by the arrows would cause
concern and misinformation on the part of internal audiences. There is, however, room for
simultaneous communication from leadership and public relations as it relates to internal
audiences if properly planned. Some communication is long in time and broad in scope and some
is almost immediate, but all is planned and strategized. It is important to note that a marketing
professional need not sit on the executive leadership team. The very nature of public relations as
a leadership function lends itself to this application. Marketing, as the research in this LAP
states, is an arrn or part of the public relations office. They are connected by the goals and
mission of the institution, but vary in purpose. In this model marketing is included in the realm
of public relations. The newest definition of "marketing" as supplied by the American Marketing
Association (AMA) includes many of the activities traditionally associated with pubtic relations.
Similarities befween this new definition and the traditional definition of public relations includes
the suggestion that marketing must have a seat at the major decision-making table of the
institution, and that it has the goal of managing lifetime customer relationships (Sveir, 2005).
The changing goals and definition of marketing's function might be a good topic for further
research. For the purpose of this LAP, marketing and public relations are defined by the
literature noted in previous sections. As far as the public relations entify in this model, the
directional arrows from leadership to public relations are not reciprocal. But all employees,
including public relations staff, are included in the scope of affected individuals. Much of the
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reciprocal communication that flows directly from leadership will go to that group, where public
relations and marketing staff will wear the hat of "staff instead of "professional communicator."
The research in this LAP, along with data from the study, led me to the conclusion that a
more thorough communication model is needed in higher education, and it must include internal
audiences. To keep employees motivated, satisfied, and productive, they must be kept more
informed. Employees must trust the institution, and feel like the institution trusts them. Better
communication can go a long way toward that goal. This model is an attempt at a better system,
but refinements are sure to come with time. It is important, as with any good communication
plan, to constantly research and refine.
Conclusion and Recommendations
In this study I sought to understand the complexities of organizational communication at
universities and colle-qes. Along with this, I sought to leam how public relations and marketing
practitioners deal with important information. I wanted to find out if professional communicators
are really communicating effectively. I also wanted to understand the role of leadership in
improving institutional communication flow, and find out if there could be a better system
developed in light of the many publics addressed by higher education institutions. I made the
assumption that public relations and marketing professionals are so concerned with addressing
external audiences that internal audiences may be left out entirely.
As a result of my research efforts, I have a stronger sense of the unique way that
communication flows through universities and colleges. I have uncovered the need for more
strategic communication when it comes to internal audiences. lnternal audiences are the heart,
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soul, and voice of the institution. If they are not communicated to effectively, a disconnect in the
message that the institution is sending out is created. Crisis communication should not be limited
to those situations that may be broadcast on the evening news or appear in the newspaper.
Internal crises are happening every day. Leaders must communicate these changes with affected
individuals and with the community at large, and do so in a proactive manner. If this does not
happen, employee satisfaction, trust, and motivation will suffer. To keep a productive workforce
better internal communication may be key. Lack of trust on the part of the employee is a
problematic issue that should be addressed by Augsburg College leadership. Employees do not
feel that leaders ffust them to do a good job, and in turn trust on the part of the employee toward
the institution is suffering. It is a vicious cycle that must be broken. Better face-to-face
communication with leaders about daily happenings, internal issues, and concerns is warranted
as well as desired by employees. With the information bombardment that happens on a daily
basis, this could go a long way in cutting through the clutter. E-mail and electronic newsletters
are losing their effectiveness, and leaders need to think of new and innovative ways of getting
important messages across
At Augsburg, as well as in the corporate world, public relations and marketing
practitioners must learn to value internal audiences. Professional communicators are forgetting
about an important and viable public. As one employee in this LAP study stated, "there are
negative attitudes about marketing across campus. Marketing is a dirty word in colleges,
marketing equals sales." This attitude may come from a lack of communication about exactly
what and why marketing is important to the instifution. The publicity for important events cannot
only be external. Word travels quickly through the institution, and the power of faculty and staff
to spread that word must not be discounted. A new comfirunication plan must include these
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publics to be effective. In addition, students and alumni are often forgotten audiences. Students
especially must hold a higher priorify. Students will rurn into alumni, who in turn are future
donors. Creating a strong communication base with those who are here now will insure the future
of the institution. "Potentials" will always be a priority for leadership, but internal audiences are
also potentials and this must not be forgotten.
Implications for leadership are great. Studies and literature have shown that effective
communication can affect bottom line productivity. Good communication starts at the top.
Leaders need to think of employees as peers, and treat them as such. They must communicate
with them as strategically, just as they would with any other audience. Decisions to leave internal
audiences out of the loop have had uncalculated costs. Employee tumover, lack of productivity
and motivation, and deteriorating trust could be the result. Getting buy-in on important initiatives
at the employee level is important f,or success. Employees don't want to feel micromanaged, they
want to feel trusted. And being trusted with information is a good way to start. In this LAP study
one third of the interviewees felt that the leader is key in communication, and that the
communication quality varies with the individual.
Augsburg had communication issues to deal with in 1995, and there are similar and
probably more complicated problems to consider now. It is clear that public relations and
marketing professionals at institutions of higher education are starting to think more strategically
about external communication. I would recommend that some of that same thinking be ffanslated
to apply to internal audiences as well, With this in mind, a new theoretical model of improved
institutional communication flow was developed in an attempt to offer a solution to some of the
confusion. While Augsburg and other organizations around the world decide how to deal with
communication issues, the world is passing them by. The time for a better strategy is now.
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Appendix A
Survey Results: Quotes from Individual Participants
l. Organizational Stntcture
Over 24 years the department has changed names five times and titles have included:
"information services, publications, public relations, communications, and marketing
communications."
"The leader is the most instrumental in the change that has happened over the years."
Interviewee believed that structural change is unique to colleges, "it's technical, it's societal, and
it is all encompassing."
Goals change with the time and the leader.
"I don't even know who to go to ask for vacation time off."
"The communication structure within the department is dictated by leadership."
"There is an extremely informal communications system."
"It is really hard to describe the divisional structure right now...there is confusion."
The new reporting strucfure is "more hierarchical now, more traditional lines of communication
have been created."
2. Communication Quality,
As far as communication quality goes, "on some levels there could be a lot of improvements."
"Although I don't think that leaders are trying to hide things, people infer that they are."
"The decision to change to the department was done without consultation with affected
employees."
An example of communication breakdown is the exclusivity. "Once you disagree, you're cut
out."
3A. Crisis Comntunicatiort
In a crisis we "may not have gotten to our own people soon enough."
"'We need to educate the communiry on how we communicate with them during a crisis."
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"What is not a crisis to some, is a crisis to others. Even if there aren't secrets you feel like there
are." It creates "fear."
"The phone is not utilized as a form of communication during a crisis, but it might be a good
idea. It is more personal."
"It feels like the more you know, the more prepared you can be."
38. Communication of Events or Happenings
"If there is slow attendance, then they would broadcast it intentionally to students, etc. Then they
include faculty and staff at that time too."
"The key to making [the launch of a new logo] successful was to get buy in first."
"Departments don't think about publicizing events internally."
4. Communication Examples
"They put someone's phone number on ads, posters, etc. without that person's knowledge.This
has happened more than once."
Leaders put "the responsibility on the internal community to get involved."
Tom Morgan "made an effort which has not been seen at other levels. He passed on relevant
information. We didn't feel that he was keeping anything from us. He had high ideotogy and
strove for buy-in. He shared ideas and got input."
5. Communication Methods
"E-mail is taking over face-to-face communication, even if the person is right next to you."
Addressing leadership, why "is every time I need to speak with you when something is wrong?
This is a division-wide and college-wide issue."
6. Priortty Publics
"The students, faculty, staff, alumni, and donors nrn the machine and keep the institution going
so they are important publics. Others see it as the opposite."
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7. Communication of Mission and Vision
"'Vy'e need a communication plan. You need buy in to be successful."
"Consultants make all of the decisions, not those individuals with an invested interest in the
institution."
"To have an honest message that lasts you must start from the inside. It must be based on
something real."
"When you move to quantify the mission, it will suffer. It comes down to money. Leaders will
turn the other cheek if something [profitable] doesn't follow the mission."
B. Recommendattons for Impravement
"There are negative attitudes about marketing across campus. Marketing is a dirty work in
colleges, marketing equals sales."
"If you trust in people, if you educate them, and give them more information, they will make the
right decisions and be good ambassadors."
"The small guys are the passionate ones. Let us come in a pitch ideas."
"Not being able to answer the question about divisional structure is a problem in itself."
"There is a lack of tmst toward the institution on the part of the employee."
"There are too many generals hiring officers to pad their own armies and there is very little help
coming in at the bottom."
"It is very political, if you sit at the right table at lunch, you get to date the right people. It's like
high school."
"Sfudents and faculty must be involved to have good communication."
"The vicinity that we sit to each other is closer than people actually are to each other as a team."
"When less ego is involved, things go better."
One interviewee said that they preferred "a peer-type of management rather than hierarchical. I
have more respect for that kind of a leader. There is increased productivity and buy in. You feel
like you are part of a team."
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"You need to find those people that hate the institution and ask them why. Focus groups should
run the gamut and not only be built with positive individuals. Then you just accept that you are
fine and pat yourself on the back."
"There is a self-serving element to decisions. It is all about the benefits, the numbers, and the
profitabiliry."
"So much is concerned with the outside audience and how we should sell it."
"There should be truth and honesty already happening in the culture."
"Unfortunately, quality is measured by quantity."
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Research Study Consent Form
You are invited to be in a research study on the roll and value of communication in college marketing and
public relations departments and divisions. This study specifically focuses on communication in the
college workplace. You were selected as a possible participant because of your job in public
relations/marketing. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to
be in the study. The degree of confidentiality and privacy will be explained in the follorvins sections.
This study is being conducted by me as part of my master's thesis in Leadership at Augsbur_e College.
Background Information :
The purpose of this study is: To examine the quality and structure of corrmunication and its effect on
employees and the organization itself, especially as it relates to college and university marketing and
public relations functions.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: Meet with me for no more
than one hour to give me your experiences and opinions about communication within your institution,
department, and division. Along u,ith questions about cortmunication, I would also like your opinions
about how effective you feel that your department or division is in doin*u its job. Finally, I would like to
find out how your organization is structured in order to help me understand how employees communicate
with each other.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has several risks: First, it is important to note that by asking for your opinions. this study
becomes qualitative; Second, although your institution will not be named in the resulting thesis (unless
you are an employee of Augsburg College), there is a remote chance that it may be identified by size,
type, and relational factors; Third, results will be published and available in the Augsburg College library
for the general public to review; Founh, if you are an employee of Augsburg College, or another
institution, there is a remote chance that you may be indirectly identified through basic descriptive
factors. Although I u'ill make every attempt to protect your identity, confidentiality cannot be guaranteed.
If at any time you express to the interviewer that you are uncomfortable with a line of questioning, that
line of questioning will be omitted and the interview rvill continue. If you wish to end the interview it will
be ended upon your request.
There is no direct benefit to participation.
Indirect benefits to participation are contribution to knowledge about communication and effectiveness
factors in colleges and universities; knowled-ee about your own and other communication structures; and
possible improvements in department and divisional communication at your institution.
Confidentialitl :
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Although the results of this study will be published. the raw data from this interview will be kept private.
Only the researcher and project adviser, Daniel Hanson, will have access to the raw data from the
interviews. Neither Tom Morgan, Dan Jorgensen, Amy Gage, or any other person will have access to the
interview material. Your supervisor will not be told that you are being interviewed. No other persorl
besides the interviewer and the project adviser will know that you are being interviewed. Results will only
be made available after all identifuing factors have been removed. Your name. job title, and other basic
identifuing factors will be left out of published results. Every attempt will be made to omit information
that may identifo you by association. Research records will be kept in a private file at the interv'iewer's
residence. All raw data from the interviews will be destroyed before December 1, 2005.
Voluntary Itlature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Augsburg
College or with St. Olaf College. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time rvithout
affecting those relationships. Although Tom Morgan, Dan Jorgensen, and Amy Gage have agreed to their
department or division's participation in this study, they will not be made aware of your personal
participation. Anonymiry cannot be guaranteed, but every attempt will be made to protect you from
identification.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Kathy Rumpza. You may ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later, you may contact me at 22ll Riverside Avenue, Campus Box 145, Minneapolis, Mlrl
55454. E-mail: rumpza@augsburg.edu. Phone: 612-330-1 182. My project adviser. Dan Hanson, can be
contacted al221l Riverside Avenue, Campus Box 282, Minneapolis, MN 55454. E-mail:
Iransond(/iauqsbnr:g.edu. Phone: 61 2-330- 1 540.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to questions asked. I
consent to participate in the study.
Signature Date
S ignature of investigator Date




Informal conversational style using phenomenolo-Eical methods of study will be used. The
interviewer will attempt to understand the subject's perspectives, perceptions, and
understandin-9s about communication, effectiveness. and structure issues within their
organization.
Can you describe the communication structure in the public relations and marketing area
of your institution? Feel free to draw a diagram, or just describe it in any way that you
think best illustrates the structure.
2. Describe a situation or situations that you experienced that would be a _qood example of
the quality of the communication at your institution.
3. Give an example of how your institution communicates with employees during a crisis.
A. How about when publicizing an event or happening?
4. Describe a situation in which your leaders communicated with employees effectively, or
where a communication breakdown occurred.
5. Describe the various methods in which your leaders communicate with employees.
A. How is this different from how they communicate with the public or media?
6. List the priority publics for your institution. In other words, who is the most important
audience for communication, and who is the least important. List these in priority order.
A. Does this vary by situation? If yes, explain or _eive examples.
7. How effective do you think that your institution is in carrying out its goals or mission?
How does the communication structure play a part in this?
B. If you have the ability to do so, how would you improve the communication process or




22lI Riverside Avenue, Campus #145
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Enrollment and Marketing Division
Au-esburg College
February 2,2005
Dear staff or faculty member,
As a Master of Arts in Leadership student at Augsburg College, I am appealing to you for your
help. I am asking for an hour, or less, of your time to help me to answer some questions that will
help me in my thesis/leadership application project research.
As an employee of the College, assisting me in uncovering information about the
communication, effectiveness, and structure of your department or division could not only help
improve the institutional communication flow at Augsburg, but also add valuable research data
to this important area of study. I have a few questions that I would like to ask you in person and I
will not take more than an hour of your time. Your answers will be kept confidential and I ask
that you give me your candid and honest opinions about the division and department during this
interview.
Augsburg is a strong institution with an excellent reputation. In an effort to uncover information
that could improve divisional and department corrmunication strucfure, your input is needed.
Results could mean improved job processes; increased employee retention, motivation, and
productirif; and better managerial and institutional effectiveness in the future.
I will be contacting you soon to schedule an interview time. Thank you for the courtesy of your
assistance with my leadership application project.
Sincerely yours,





22ll Riverside Avenue, Campus #145
Minneapolis, MN 5 5454
Marketing and Communication Division
St. Olaf College
February 2,2005
Dear staff or faculty member,
As a Master of Arts in Leadership student at Augsburg College, I am appealing to you for your
help. I am asking for an hour, or less, of your time to help rne to answer some questions that will
help me in my thesis/leadership application project research. I have discussed this project with
Amy Gage and have been given her prior approval.
As a master's student, assisting me in gathering information about the communication
effectiveness and structure of your department or division could not only help uncover ideas
about improved communication flow at your institution, but also add valuable research data to
this important area of study. I have a few questions that I would like to ask you in person and I
will not take more than an hour of your time. Your answers will be kept confidential and I ask
that you give me your candid and honest opinions about the division and department during this
interview.
St. Olaf is a strong institution with an excellent reputation. In an effort to cover new ground in
this important area of academic study, your input is needed. Results could mean improved job
processes; increased employee retention, motivation, and productivity; and better managerial and
institutional effectiveness in the future.
I will be contacting you soon to schedule an interview time. Thank you for the courtesy of your
assistance with my leadership application project.
Sincerely yours,
Kathy Rumpza, MAL student
Augsburg College




Participants will be chosen randomly from public employee directories limited to the marketing
and public relations areas at Augsburg and St. olaf Colteges.
Solicitation Letter
An initial letter will be sent to selected participants, and a follow up phone call will be made to
schedule an appointment. If less than six participants per college respond positively, additional
participants will be again selected randomly from employee directories until quota is filled.
Interview
Consent form will be given to participant and explained, including their privacy protection and
right to withdraw at any time without penalty. A copy of the consent form will be given to each
participant.
l) Meetings will be scheduled in a private arealroom so that interviewee will feel at ease. Using
qualitative research methods, questions will be posed, and participants will be asked to give their
opinions and experiences of communication, effectiveness, and structure issues.
2) Although respondents will be told about the general nature of the study, they will not be told
about the specific hypothesis that is being tested to control reactivity.
Follow-ttp





February 2, 2005 through February 29, 2005
Interview schedule
February 2, 2OO5- Solicitation letters mailed to randomly selected participants
February 9-13, 2005-All interviews scheduled
February 13-20-lnterviews conducted at St. Olaf College
February 2W28-Interviews conducted at Augsburg College
Interview length
I hour maximum including time to fill out consent form.
Results








Thi; application project will attempt to study the quality of institutional communication
and its effect on employees and the organization itself, especially as it relates to college
and university marketing functions, The issue at hand is the fact that "the tendency of
many business cornmunicators to pay more affention to communication media than to the
cofilmunication process itself is leading to the creation of the image of communicators as
mere technicianr" qD'Aprix, L99?). Along with that, "it is also contributing to the
widening of the comrnunication gap within the organization." To study these issues,
especially how they relate to the communication structure at Augsburg College, the
following proposed process will be necessary.
1) prepare and submit to the department director and division vice president at
Augsburg Collsge, a letter addressing the nature of the study, noting that
controveisial information may be uncovered in the process of thorough
investigation. JulY 2004.
Z) prepare the project proposal and submit it for review and approval to project
adviser, primary reviewer, and secondary reviewer. July ?;O0l,-
3) Submit to St. Olaf College, project proposal for proper authorization. August
20M.
4) prepare and submit to the Institutional Review Board, a research proposal
outlining intent to interview individuals at Augsburg College and one similar
institution (St Olaf College). September 2004-
5) Research academic literature and other sources to examine the factors relating to
and affecting the proposed project January 2005'
6) Conduct said study, the results of which wilt be to analyze whether a new
communication model would improve divisional and institutional effectiveness. A
new and improved model will be suggested as a result of this research. February
2005.
7) Compile and analyze results from literature, interviews, and research into written
format under the direction of project adviser, and under Master of Arts in
Leadership guidelines for applied project/non-thesis (LAP). March-May 2005'
Problem
An important variable that is strongly related to organizational effectiveness is internal
"o**rnication. 
'oA common flaw in the efforts to achieve world-class status is the
pursuit of change based largely on media activities and programs" (Schaffer, 1992). In
most cases, thole responsible for the change efforts realize that "a rnedia-driven approach
alone has virtually little impact on organizational improvement." Communication
functions have become much more complex in the modern lvorld. Communication today
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needs to be cross-functional. Companies must have buy-in on all levels, throughout the
entire organization. It would logically follow that to be an effective external
communicator, that the internal component must also be strong. The problem is that this
is rare today. Marketing and public relations professionals seem so obsessed with
external communication and media relationships that the internal communication
component that must be there to be successful, is suffering.Universities and colleges, in
an affempt to corner the market on innovation, are forgetting that this symmetrical nafure
of public relations is crucial to success-
Significance to LeadershiP
Effective corrmunication from leadership is critical because it not only gives the
employees what they need to do their job on a day-to-day basis, but also promotes
perceived and actual organizational effectiveness. The idea of collaboration is highly
valued in education, it should logicatly follow then that information should be free-
flowing throughout the institution. Identifyrng the correlation between perceived
organiiationaieffectiveness and communication could improve the model of institutional
*o**unication flow in the future. Results could moan improved job processes; increased
employee retention, motivation, and productivity; and higher managerial and institutional
effectiveness-
Literature ReYierY
Some suggested Iiterature resources include but are not limited to the following.
Bohn, James G. "The Relationship of Perceived Leadership Behaviors to Organizational
Efficacy." Journal of Leadership and Organizational Sfud-ies. Vol- 9. No. 2- Fall 2W7.65-
Downs, C.W. and M. Hazen. Measu.res of Organizatig.nal C-gmmuni-cation-
Comrnunication Satisfaction Ouestionnaire. 1 December 2003.
<http : //w w w uw ec. ed u/S ampsow/Measures/CS Q. htm>-
Ellis, Kathleen and Pamela ShocileyZalabak. 'Trust in Top Management and Immediate
Supervisor: The Relationship to Satisfaction, Perceived Organizational Effectiveness, and
Information Receiving.,,Cor-nmunication*QuartLerE. Vol. 49. No' 4. FalI 2001 .38?.
Grunig, James E. Collectivism, Collaboration, and Societal Corporatism as Core
professional Values in Public Relations. Busin.ess Source Premier. Vol. 12. No. 1.
January 2000.
Guth, David W and Marsh, Charles. Public RelatioJrs: A Vales-Driven ApIroach. Person
Education, Inc. Boston. 2003.
Holtzhausen, Derina. "The Effects of Workplace Democracy on Employee
Communication Behavior: Implications for Competitive Advantage. " Global
Competitiveness. Vol. 9. No. 1' Annual 2001 - 6?6.
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Hoy, Wayne K., Page Smith and Scott Sweetland. "The Development of the
Organizational Climate Index for High Schools: Its Measure and Relationship to Faculty
Trust." Hish School Journal. Vol. 86. No. 2. December 2002. 38.
Lattirnore, Dan. Otis Baskin, Suzette T. Heiman, Elizabeth L. Toth, and James K. Van
Leuven. Public Relations: TLre Profession and the Practice. McGraw Hill. New York.
?j00l.
Miles, Edward W., Steven Patrick, and Wesley King Jr. "Job Level as a Systemic
Variable in kedicting the Relationship Between Supervisory Communication and Job
Satisfaction." Journal of Occupation4l and Organizational P-glrchologlr, Vol. 69. No. 3.
September 1996. 277.
Morley, Donald Dean, Pamela Shockley-Zalabak and Ruggero Cesaria. "Organizational
Communication and Culture: A Study of 10 Italian High-Technology Companies." The
Journal of Bugi.ness Communicgtion- Vol. 34. No. 3. July 1997.253-
Nervsom, Doug. Judy Vanslyke Turk, and Dean Kruckenberg. This is PR: The Realities
of Public Relations. Thompson Wadsworth. Belmont, Californi a. ZOC/..
O'Brien, Rita Cruise. "Is Trust a Calculable Asset in the Firm?" Business Strategy
Review. Vol. 6. No. 4. Winter 1995. 39.
Orpen, Christopher. 'The Interactive Effects of Communication Quality and Job
Involvement on Managerial Job Satisfaction and Work Motivation." The Journal of
PsycholoEy. Vol. 131. No. 5. Septembet 1997.519.
Schaffer, Jim. "Communication in a World-Class World." Communication World. Feb.
1992. Vol. 9, No. 2.36.
V/ilcox. Dennis L. Glen T. Cameron, Phillip H. Ault, and Warren IC Agee. Public
Rglations: Strategies and Tactics. Pearson Education, Inc. Boston, 2005.
Application Project
Do marketing and public relations professionals place as much value on internal
cofirmunication as they do on that with external constituencies? And can ineffective
internal communication adversely affect external relationships? In the interest of doing an
applied project, I propose that one of the institutions studied would be Augsburg College.
In doing so, superior-subordinate communication will be examined, as will leader-
organizational iorn*unication. By comparison and contrast, one like institution (St OIaf
College) will also be researched to yield a hypothesis, or a proposed organizational
structure, based on tle maximization of effective internal as well as external
communication. When delving into such research, interviews with employees from
Augsburg and other institutions may be conducted, comparisons may be made. The
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resulting findings can then be applied to communication related structure and 
issues in
the marketing and public relations areas at Augsburg College'
Method of DeliverY
Since the AugsburjCollege divisional vice president affected by the study is the
secondary ,"ui*rori o, the project, he will be aware of findings and ideas as they are
developed and redefined. Along with this, research findings and a new Proposed
organiiational structure will bsoffered, in writing, in an attempt to increase effective
communication within the division and organization as a whole. Communication is 
a
component that is crucial to the employee and the organization's success- The 
vice
pr**idrnt has agreed to take into account the findings of the study as they relate to current
*tr,r"tutul aud communication issues'
Methods of Assessment
One year after Project comPletion, a series of interviews with individuals 
within the alea
of Augsburg College rnarketing and public relations will be conducted, using the same
methods incorporated in the original study to determine if coilrmunication and
effectiveness issues have improved due to possible applied changes or findings. 
Written
this follow-up will be supplied to project adviser , department director (Primary
ew ), and divisional vice president (secondary reviewer).










This application projeot will attempt to study the qulity of institutional communication
and its effeot on employees and the organization itsel{ especially as it relates to college
and university marketing functions. The issue at hand is thc fact that "the tendency of
many business commruricators, to pay more attention to communicatron media than to the
communication process itscf is leading to thc creation of thc image of communicators as
rlsre technician;" (D'Aprix, 1992). Along with that, 'tt is also contributing to the
widcning of the communication gap withil the organieation." To study these issues,
especially how they relate. to theiommunicafiou strrchro at Augsburg College, 
the
nowing proposed process will be necessary'
l) prepare and submit to the department duector and division vice presidont 
at
Augsburg college, a lctte, *idr***ing the nature of the 
study, noting that
controvelsialinformationmayber:rrcoveredintheplocessofthorough
invostigation. July 2004' < .. ., r ---: ^-., ^*r a-*-n\ret rcr n-
2) Prepare the project P.roposal and submit it for review 
and approval to pro;ect
adviser, primary roviewer, And seconda{y 
reviewer' July 2004'
3) submit to it. olaf colrege, project proposal and 
intervielq questions for proper
authorization' August 20M'
4) prepare and submlt to the Institrrtionat Review 
Board, a research proposal
outlining i*."t to irrr**i*w iooividuals at augsbrug 
college one similar
institutio" tilt Of af Colleg*)' S *Ptuybcr 2004'
5) Research a*"aemic literafrrl ani other 
seurces to exarnine the factors relating 
to
and affecting the proPosea p*jffiJ' Januafy 
2005' 
'
6) Conducr ,;ie study, if," ,*rif# of 
whish will be to analvee if a new
trolnmtrrucationmodel*"urai*proYeoi.,islonalarrdinstitrrtionaleffectiveness'A
new and improved model 




comrnuilsation at partrcif",le college 
(St' Oleq' April 2005'
g) comp*e and analyr* ,ur,its fr*om 1iteratr,e, 
intcrviews, and rosearch into 
written
format undsr the direet#;f pr"lert 
advisur, and rurder Master 
of Arts in
Leadership gui derin., # ;ooii"a p*: *virr,-th*ri 
* (LAP)' March-Mav 200 5 .
Problem
An iroportant variabre 
that is strongty l*tut-* 
to organiaational effectivcness 
is internal
cornmunioation. 
,,A oomrn* fdrTthe efforts roiohit'e 
world-slass status is the
oursuit of crranfe based, 
t*guli o".ir*4i, activities and 
p'oe';t" (schaffer' 1992)' tn
most cases, ilr;"r; ,.rporr=ibl* 




alone las virtually little irnpact on organizational improvement-" Communication
functions have bccome much rrlore compl"x in the modern world- Comrnunication 
today
needs to be cross-fi.rnctional. CompanieJ must have buy-in on all levels, 
throughout thc
entire organization. It would togically follow thar ro be ar effective 
extemal
comrnunicator, that the internaloomponent must 
also be strong. The problem is that this
is rare today. Marketing and public relations 
profcssioprl seem so obsessed with
extemal commurication ,naheaia relationrhipt thatthe 
internal communication
conlponent that must be there to bs succcssfut, 
is suffering. universities and colleges, in
an attempt to corner the markct on innoyation, 
are forgeffing that this symmctricsl nafure
of publio relations is crucial to success'
Stgnificoxce to LeadershiP
Effecrivc corrunu"i*tior, do* leadorship is critical 
becs'use it not only gives the
omproyee, wtrat they need to do their 
job on a day-to-day basis, but alsopromotes
percoived and *rn ui orgarrir"tiorra ufrectiverrrrr, 
Thu idea of collaboration is higtrly
valued in eduoation, it =rrould togi-ruv 
f3}yw then thar information should be free-
flowing tluouglrout the ir,stituti-oT, rihtffiyrng 
the cortelation between Pcrceived
organizational effectiveress arrd commurrlcafon 
could improve the model of institutional
communication flow in the future' Results 
could mean improved job processos; increased
emproye " 
,*t*ntron, motivutior,, a,,.d produ"tivity; 
arrd higittrr managerial and institutional
effectiveness.
Literature Rgview r r t. - -^ -^r ri*i+or i^ rhe fn,n
sorns suggested literafl,e rssouroes inorude 
but are not limited to the following'
Bohrq Jemos G. "The RelationshiP of 
Perceived kadershiP Behaviors to Organizational
tt
trtttcaoY.
Vql. 9. No. 2' Fatl 2002' 65'
Ellis, Kathlcen and Fa*cla shockley-Zal1bak. 
'Tnrst in Top Marygryllt and Immediate
supcrvisor: Tt e,Rerationshiplo s"tlsfaction, 
p"rruiuea olsarizational Effectivencss' and
Information Receivirrg.,, corrr*uniriiio, oo*rt.rru. 
vol' +-p. No' 4' FaII 2001' 382'
Grurlig, James E, colrectivism, collaboraJion, 
and societal corporatisur as core
ProfessionalValuesinPrrblion.*tations.Business$orrroeFrgmier.Vol.l2.No'I.
JanuarY 2000.
Holtzhausen, Derina. "The Effects 
of wor@ltce Dernocraov on Employee
co mm,ni c ati on 
-g 
ehavi or : mprir rtt o * ror-c o*p"ti ti ve A dv anta g e .'' @l
Competitiven"s'' Vof 9' No' i ' a'*u'l 2001 ' 
626'
Hoy, Waync K., Page sTiP and Scott 
Swcetland' 
*.The Developmcnt of the
organizutionui'L-t#ate Indeifor 
Hi+ schools: Its Measu'* *o Relationship 
to Faculty
Tnrs;" t{igh Schpol Journal' V;l' 
gOI No' 2' December 2002' 38'
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Schaffer, Jim. "Communication in a World-Class World." -C-ommnnication World. Feb.
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College-
Application Project
Do muketing and public rctations professionals 
place as much value on internal
communication as they do on that 
with extemal corrstittrencics? And can ineffective
iuterual communication adversely 
affect 1*,r*ur 
retationships? In the ilterest of doing 
an
applicd p*j*"t, I propo*, e-t "*;i-ry.r1*1,t*o* 
snrAidwould be Atrgsburg Colloge'
In doing so, superior-sulorfinry 
***T':*on will bo examined' as will leader-
organizationrr''*orrr**ication. 
By comparison and contr*;, ;;; like institution 
(st' olaf
co,ege) wilr be ^rrg 
u* ,"*uaiffii;y,rlg;hyp"rlresis, 
o' *p'oposed organieational
sffirotur'' based on-the TT'*";'tt; 
or "rrt"i#F'ryt 
as u'el, as extemal
comrrrtrication. when 
a"r*ilirrio such rrserrcq, 
intervilys with employoes 
from
Augsburg uod'it. d* correg? u- ry"a.^.L1, 
ild compan*ot *uy bi made' 
It wilt bE
helpful to **u*irr" tt , "o**?*ication 
,tor*'ti'[; *"ther instrtu{bl 
to get a valuable
seoond poinr oir"ferero*, 
ttrl*Jurrg fi.i;;- ";t#It-tppri-a 
to 
lommunication-
rerated strucn*o and 
issu., irr-rir* **6*i,,Jil";p"ur* 
ttrutioiti areas at Augsbtug
Method of Delivery - r
H:ilH:f i:#,?"Tlff ;,1i:H,"il---#,iHT#*"J:lF,tf*1ilIil:*il'JH*-
deveropeo *+ '*i*n"ua' {1{iffi;$i' ::';;; 
findingsi'a u trew proposed
organizatioual ffi;;;nr urlii-r*d, 
in *rfi;, in an "ur*pt 
to inctease efflective
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communication within the division and organizarton as a whore. comrnunication is acomponeut that is crucial to the employe*Lu th" ;;g*;ation,s success. The vicepresidenr has agreed to take i,,to u.l;;; th"findings=;f th. study as they rerate ro currentstructural and conununication isru"s ut a,]g*u*g colrege.
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